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Bowie
before
ALAS! Gone are the
days of 'Space Oddity'.
Nowadays David Bowie
appears in ail the music
mags as the new teenybopper idol. His latest
album 'The Rise and
Fall' is an obvious compromise towards commerciality and 'Starmen' only underlines
this sad frend.
If only Bowie could
drop his image and return to the real music
that his followers loved
years ago. — STEVE
KIRKHAM, 36 Orchard
Meadow Walk, Castle
Vale, Birmingham 35.
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f NORTH,
MICKEY NEWBURY
appears modest of his
talents.
At first he was more
interested to hear how
the Elvis Presley
record was faring in
the British charts. To
enquire about his own
recording was secondary. "l'm glad that
Elvis has made it
there — as a writer
l'm tickled by its' success. "
The voice was faint
due to poor réception
on the trans-Atlantic
line. The faults could
be traced back to
source. Nashville was
in the midst of a severe storm and many
lines were out of action. But — weather,
formalities and other
pleasantries cleared
safely out of the way
— Mickey explained
the conception and
création of ' 'American
Trilogy. "
"It's three traditional songs put together.
They represent the
three factions in this
country during the
Civil War. There was
the Republic — the
Northern States, the
Confederacy — the
Southern States and
the slaves which were
a major dissention between the two areas.
It was like two countries that had split up.

" 'Dixie' was a song
of the South, 'The
Battle Hymn of the
Republic' was a song
of the North and 'Ail
my Trials' was a slave
song. What I was trying to say by putting
the three songs together was that ail three
factions were saying
the same thing without knowing it. In other words it was one
song but it was
t h e i r ow n m i s understanding
which caused the conflict. Basically it's
that plus a number of
other things.
"In a lot of places
over here 'Dixie' has
been banned as a song
that fires up dissension. As a writer I
thought it was unfair
so I tried to do 'Dixie'
in a way that it had not
been done before. The
song was really just a
reflection of the
earth. "
Whilst Elvis Presley
is snatching up the
greater sales, Mickey's version is steadily
gaining followers each
week. Undoubtedly
the Presley version
can claim much crédit
in unearthing the original to the majority of
the public. It's a
lucky, fortunate break
— the Newbury version commands atten-

SOUTH,

r

American Trilogy
man

Mickey Newbury
talks to

RM's

Tony Byworth
tion for the sheer musical strength that it
carries.
It's a product of the
new Nashville and its
musical intricacies.
To be heard on ' ' American Trilogy" and
throughout the album
"Frisco Mabel Joy"

(Elektra K42105) are
the talented musicians
and, in particular, a
smaîî group known
as the Nashphilharmonic.
vjredit Mickey with
arrangement on
"American Trilogy"
but, again, he is not

SLAVES
eager to take acclaim.
"It's the steel guitar
predominantly
together with organ
and fuzz guitar. It
was my idea to put it
together like that but
it's not a new conception. Area Code
615 did it a couple of
years before.
"The pedal steel
guitar is probably one
of the most underrated instruments we
have — fortunately
it's been used more
now. The fuzz tone
guitar was created
here also ( Grady Martin on Marty Robbins'
'Don't Worry About
Me' eut in 1961). When
you work these two
instruments together
there's really a lot of
potential. ' '
Mickey Newbury, a
native of Houston,
Texas, has musical
roots inbred within
him. A lot of influences have passed
under the bridge during his thirty one
years . . . blues, rock,
country to name but a
few. If you're looking
for a label Mickey
would stick firmly
with country. It
brought him to Nashville where, for the
first year, he fought
the hard times living
from the back of a
broken down Pontiac.

Mickey Newbury
would prefer to call
music music. "People
are always trying to
put other names on to
things. I hope Britain
doesn't fall into the
trap that happened in
America by trying to
catégorisé
everything. It only
deprives people of
something that they
might like.
"I can tell you facts
that perhaps many
people don't know.
Early rock 'n' roll in
this country was country. Elvis Preley, Bill
Haley and the Cornets,
Johnny Cash, Cari
Perkins, The Everly
Brothers, Roy Orbison
. . . they were ail from
this area and they
were ail country. "
Country music, during the past couple of
years, has been subjected to many
changes and constant
reappraisals. Mickey,
though, doesn't see
himself as part of a
massive new country
music development.
Mickey Newbury
has modesty as part of
his character. Whether he will admit it or
not he is very much an
active part of a new
revival that places a
fresh conception upon
that often tarred term
"country music".
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HIT-PICKING

WITH
AND Y
time by quite différent
THE CALIFORNIA
writers, so does he have
delegate to the 1968
BY RICHARD GREEN
any favourite composers?
Démocratie
"Henry Mancini — I
Convention in Chi- somewhat tired, when I material and I generally had quite a few hits with
cago sat with half an called on him there so corne up with some, but him," he replied. " 'Moon
River' was the first one,eye on the golf perhaps he's made the nobody tells me what to then
I had 'Days Of Wine
choice. For no par- record," he pointed out,
match on TV dis- right
ticular reason that I can adding after a pause "the And Roses' and a big hit
cussing McGovern's recall now we started pattern of the albums has with a song that wasn't a
chances of ousting talking about poUtics.
been to get a hit single hit here because the movAndy is pro-McGovern and caU the album after ie wasn 't a hit here, 'Dear
Tricky Dick in Noand went so far as to give the single. Hit singles Heart'. Then I had a hit
vember.
a concert in aid of the seem to influence an al- with 'Charade'.
"I also like Burt Bachcandidate. He has met bum's sales. 'Love Story'
Wrapped in a shprtie the senator twice and would have sold without arach and l'm doing just
dressing-gown and look- finds a lot about the man the single about six hun- the opposite from what I
ing somewhat jaded after to like and believe. Hegot dred thousand, but with it said before and putting an
a hectic flying schedule, turned on to McGovern in it reached the two milUon unknown song that Bacharach wrote on the new
Andy Williams was any- the first place because the dollar mark.
thing but his own image of late Robert Kennedy was
"Crosby, Stills and album. "
Unlike a lot of perthe easy going, "nice as in favour of the politician. Nash, if they get a hit
pie" pop star.
Having decided that the single tend to call the formers who believe in
He is certainly a lot best thing ail round would album the same and it having plenty of material
shorter.than I had imag- be for Nixon to be would tend to dictate the in the can ail time, Andy
ined and without the TV dumped, we finaUy got to style of the album. If you Williams prefers to go
makeup, the facial Unes talking music.
don't get a hit single, into the studio only when
are quite évident. He
With sixteen gold al- Columbia Records feel an album is required.
' T go in right before it's
maintains, rhôugh, a bums to his crédit and a that someone else's hit is
put, as close as it
good-natured attitude, sizeable list of smash sin- better commercially for çomine
is
possble, he told me,
discussing at length any gles, Andy Williams al- the album. If you've got
changing
position on the
topic that cornes up.
most always seems to eleven blockbuster titles,
He has shunned the pick just the right song to the album will sell better couch to get a better view
trappings of a luxury hô- record and I asked him than if you have eleven of the golf that was still
tel in favour of a rented how he found his record- beautiful songs that no- showing on TV. "The
next album is due out on
house on the Knights- ing material.
body has heard. "
August 15 and l'm doing
ANDY: 'Moon and June lyrics are ont'.
bridge side of Hyde Park.
"The producer generalHe has recorded a fair four
He seemed at ease, if ly cornes up with some number of songs in his
songs between July rary writers are equally about anything they diences. How did this
22 and 24 here.
as good as those written a want, the 'moon and corne about? Did it take a
"in this case l'm doing few years back?
June' lyrics are out.
lotof doing?
current hits and as long
"The good new on es are
' 'Because of that I think
"I didn't try to develop
as l'm doing current hits I comparative
old songwriling has" devel- it, it is just some thing that
want the songs to be as standards,"tohethefelt.
oped and grown. There
as possible. 'The "From my standpoint I are some good writers has happened," he exGOOD NEWS FOR current
Godfather' album came like them better. It'shard about - Gilbert plained. "l've always
out in America three to be that spécifie, but O'Sullivan, that number had that but I didn't know
months ago and every recently the form has he wrote, 'Alone Again I had it until a few years
song on that album was in been broken, which is Naturally', Buffy St. ago. "
When I asked him if his
the top ten or the top
bar s don 't mean that Marie's song about a bal- audiences reacted pretty
JACKSON
FANS
fifteen when it came out. nice.
so more. The old lerina, and 'Without You' similarly throughout the
You have to take a chance much
songs were always thirty- are good examples of world, he surprised me by
with songs that are in the two
bars.
good modem song- saying: ''l've only
L.IKE THE Jackson Five? But we ne ver see enough about
thirties and forties when
think when the Beat- writing. There are songs worked in America and
them in the papers? Well, rejoice because those days are
you record them and hope les"Istarted
doing pretty that could very well be England." Then he rethey'11 go up in the two to songs occasionally
over.
they standards being written membered that he had
three
months
it
takes
to
Beginning in August Record Mirror is starting a monthly
would take words they loday".
done concerts in the Orirecord an album. "
and put the music Whenever you watch ent and added: "JapaJackson Five Mailbag and YOU can be part of it.
Some of the sorigs he wanted
it, it didn't matter him on TV, Andy Wil- nese audiences are fanHi, my name is Robin Katz and Record Mirror has
has recorded have be- round
how long it was, it didn't liams always impresses tastic, they're politer and
come almost standards have to fit any pattern. the
recruited me ail the way from America to handle the
with the rap- -they have a great deal of
already, but does he think It's brought the poets portviewer
tremendous amount of J5 mail they have. Send your
he establishes be- respect for another pernumbers
by
contempoback. they can write tween himself and his au- son.
comments and questions printed clearly to me: Miss Robin
Katz. J5 Mailbae:, c/o Record Mirror, 7-9 Carnaby St.,
London. If you're interested in getting a fellow J5 fan as a
pen pal, send me a small (passport size) photo of yourself and
print (on a card) your name, address, âge, favourite Jackson
brother and what kind of pen pal you'd like.
l'il try my hardest to make this the best mailbag around Looking
s
but, I need your help — and letters! So til next month ....
Take care,
Robin.

Listen!

-51
P

M
0
à

THE transformation from Jackson Five to Jackson Six has long
been promised. From this picture, it looks more like Jackson 5'/2,
but only because little brother Randy is on a lower step at New
York City Hall. Randy will be touring with the group this summer
and appeared with them at this ceremony where the brothers were
Ipresented with the key to the city by Deputy Mayor Edward
Hamilton. Jackson Five are (left to right) : Tito, Marlon, Michael,
Jermaine and Jackie. The tour kicks off with a sold-out date at
Madison Square Garden and solo star Michael is back in the shops
this week with ' Aln't No Sunshine*, his new single.

r

Their new album
which they wrote and
produced themselves; soft and
hard rock. Strong harmonies,
fresh and original music and
including their chart single,
'Brandy (Yoifre A Fine Girl)'.

'Looking Glass': Their new L.P,, featuring their
chart single, 'Brandy (You're A Fine Girl)'.
On Epie 65041
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As The

Beatles'

Story grinds to a hait,

Mike Hennessey talks to

THE

BEATLES
STORY1
Mecarti
Pari eleven - lune in Sunflay, July 30,5 pm

The

the
THE PERIOD from November 1969 to Deceniber 1970, was for the
Beatles — or perhaps
more so for the listening
public — an almost disastrous time. Not only
were their rclationships
becoming frayed musically, but the business
disàgr'eements that
were to erupt almost totally severed their connectfon \\>ith 1'aui
McCartney.
As with many events,
however, the négative
mood was counteracted
by the release of John,
Paul, George and
Ringo's solo works — a
very positive happening.
Uneasy feelings, that
the Beatles would never
work together again,
were already beginning
to spread, despite some
optimistic comments
from the group themselves, and the assurance that their solo albums were merely outlets for the many compositions they had accumulated and were
unable to use with the
group.
Butit was at this time
that the first major outward signs of the other
Beatles' disagreements
with Paul McCartney
were highlighted.
Paul'sin-laws, the Eastmans were in strict disagreement with Klein
over the management of
Apple^ and a minier
change occurred in business arrangements;
with control of Northern
Songs being undertaken
by Associated Télévision.
Both George Harrison
and Paul McCartney
spoke to Record Mirror's own writer and éditorial director, Mike
Hennessey, on the subject of the disagreement.
Paul, however, remained adamant,
claiming that he had
only two alternatives.
One being to remain
within the structure of
the company, under the
influence of Allen Klein
and in agreement with
John, George and
Ringo. The other to
break out on his own and
to obtain a release from
his contract with the
company. And Paul
was determined to try
for the second alternative. An announ cernent
that he had no intention
of working with the
Beatles followed — and
there was even spéculation for some" time that
he might be replaced
with Klaus Voorman,
who had been working
with the Plastic Ono
Band.
Further disagreement
between the Beatles fol-lowed, when Paul insist-

end

of

Beatles

VTNTAGE FAN shot taken at the former Invicta
Ballroom (now a bingo hall) Chatham in October
1962.
ed that his 'McCartney* slightly delayed and
solo album should be was finally issued on
released at the planned May 8. It had apparenttime, although it would ly been Paul's fear that
clash with the release of his album would be conthe Beatles' 'Let it Be' tinually held up by such
album. After some dis- delays, if he had not
cussion, John. George insisted it be released on
and Ringo agreed that the planned date, rather
Paul's album could be than after 'Let it Be. '
released, and it hit the
After release of the
shops on April 17. 1970. Beatles' 'Let it Be' film
By this time the 'Let it throughout the world:
Be' album had been Ringo visited Nashville,
America, to record a
THIS
country album 'BeauWEEK'S BEATLE coups of Blues," and
George Harrison issued
SOUNDS
his 'Ail Things Must
Ail Things Must Pass Pass' album. Said
(Apple STCH 2-639) Beatle associate Pete
— Harrison.
Brown: "It was always
John & Yoko (Apple Lennon-McCartney and
Sapcor 11 ).
George got in a track
Cold Turkey (Apple per album, maybe two if
1001) — Plastic Ono he was lucky and that's
Band.
the way it went. ObGive Peace a Chance viously one of the rea(Apple 13) — Ono sons why George did the
Band.
three-record album set
Instant Kerma! was because he had so
(Apple 1003) — Ono much material in reBand.
serve. "
Let It Be (Apple PCS
John Lennon with
7096).
yoko and the Plastic
Bye Bve Blackbird Ono Band was the al"(Apple PCS 7101) - bum release to round off
Starr.
the year, and for arçy
Maybe l'm Amazed who still nurtured hopes
( Apple PCS 7102) - that the Beattes might
McCartney.
re-form the, sha^lering
That Would be Some- reality came. Paul
thing (Apple PCS McCartney filed a court
7102) — McCartney.
suit dçmanding disMan W'e Was Lonely solution of the Beatles.
(Apple PCS 7102) - But their individual talMcCartney.
ents were not to be deTwoof Us.
mor^ised by such an
Across the Universe.
event; and John, Paul,
The Long and Winding George and Ringo conRoad (Ail Apple PCS tinu ed to expound their
"7090).
Personal and musical
Beaucoups of Blues ideas.
(Apple.?AS 10002) • NEXT WEEK: The
Starr.
Story Part XII,
What is Life (Apple Beatles'
'The John, Paul, George
STCH 1-639) - Har- and
Ringo show,' exrison.
clusive to Record MirIsn't it a Pity (Apple ror,
highlights the BeatSTCH 2-639) - Har- les' solo
development.
rison.
Well Well Well - Lennon.
val
Ixive (both Apple PCS
7124) — Lennon.
Mabbs

A RECURRING nightmare for James Paul
McCartney could well be that of sneaking out the
back way from a fîve star hôtel — then peeking
quickly round the corner at the front of the
building. . . only to find not a single fan in sight.
For after a recent talk with Paul in Paris, l'm
convinced that McCartney, leader of Wings, is
currently preoccupied with the problem of living
like a Beatle without actually appearing to he
one.
"Ail that's past," he says impatiently when
mggling reporters start dredging up the old
relationships, the improbable days when a
Beatle could confidently upstage prime
ministers, popes and
mçp
présidents. "This is a
new band; I just don't Hôtel and a steady stream of
girls trying to insinuate
want to talk about the
themselves into the Beatles'
Beatles any more. "
suite.
Yet he exalts in havSo when you arrive in a
ing been a Beatle, in
sultry, dusty Paris on a July
weekend
and see the psyhaving been a member
chedeiic Wings bus standing
of the most f amous pop
virtually unnoticed in the
group in the world, of
Rue Scribe, you realise how
having been one half of
things have changed. Eight
years ago the bus would
a songwriting partnerhave been reduced to a sceship which dominated
letal framework.
- And again, the over-pro
tection of McCartney by his
"I think we're
entourage seems laughably
out of proportion to the
amount of interest that is
bloody good for a
manifested. They really weren't trying to break down
band thafs only
the stage door. Just half a
dozen joumalists waiting
patiently for a promised inthree weeks old."
terview ....
Yet everywhere, grim
faces. John Morris, austere
and unsmiling, and still ponalmost a decade of
dering uneasily on the
popular music.
whereabouts of that pot of
Inside Paul McCartney is
gold; some American techa Beatle trying to get out and
nicians making ill-informed
bide. Yet Paul won't sever
and unfunny cracks about
the umbilical cord because
the French; Sue Taylor dutihe draws strength and confully trying to build up an air
fidence from those worldof mystery about the Beatles'
conquering Beatle days; and
sorry, Wings' — movehe knows that, but for that
ments.
Nobody allowed in
background, there would be
the auditorium while Wings
no Wings over Europe. So
rehearse;
nobody allowed
the Beatle background
backstage
when
they finish
emerges from time to time
like when he kept a TV crew
wô.iting for almost an hour
while he avidly read through
"I think we went
the cuttings from the pop
papers on the opening condown better at the
cert of the tour.
Even before that, the inner
Olympia than the
conflict welled up again
when it came to the question
of having the British Press
Beatles did."
cover the Chateauvallon gig.
It was a last-minute décision
to invite them — so much so
rehearsaL Oh, and by the
that most writers only
way, Paul won 't see anybody
caught the last half of the
now until after the conconcert.
cert . . .
A week after that opening
Three hours later Paul and
date, Wings played two conLinda sit on the stage surcerts at the Olympia in Paris
concerts that McCartney rounded by the rest of the
group while microphones are
has said he was dreading.
thrust towards them. Paul at
They went extremely well,
they were sell-outs and Paul 30 still looks boyish, coy and
said afterwards: "I thought jaunty with an aggressive
we went downbetter than the surfece confidence that conceals a certain uneasiness.
Beatles did here last time. "
Last time was January He talks nervously — some1964. The Beatles played the times with two "you knows"
Paris Olympia for three per sentence — and he probweeks with Trini Lopez. Lo- ably can't es cape the feeling
pez stole a lot of their thun- of being on trial. "The first
der but while French au- tour by a Beatle since August
diences didn't respond with 29 th 1966.
quite the same hysterical
He understands, he says,
adulation that had charac- that
the Press judge him
terized other Beatle appear- harshly
of his back-ances I recall some pretty ground ; because
as an ex-Beatle he
wild scenes and endless has a high
standard to live
backstage scuffles involving upto.
police, photographers and
Harsh judgments? Well
hundreds of fans. I recall a
minor siege of the George V perhaps damning with faint

PAUL McCARTNEY: 4.

praise. "Pretty funky," said
Melody Maker. "Fair to
goodish pop," said NME.
Disc said the band was on
trial "and sometimes it
showed.'' Sounds
forebore to comment.
Ail in ail they contained
their enthusiasm with iron
control. "Fm not afraid of
the British Press," says
Paul. "1 like the British
Press. They're darlings. "
And if that isn't a throwback
from Beatle Press conferences . . .
Having waited for six
hours, somebody asks: "Do

you think c
could end
overwoulc
self more
terviews?'
"Maybe
know abc
mean, wh
we're just
band. Th
we're inte
as we pla
Beatle thi
ânyway. I
either like
like us. T1
ail bands
we're goin
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Barry

4

O'Keef
T. REX: enter 'The Slider' ... on tape,
and issued straight after the record.

tà
w

Music

is

»
j

a
a

summertime
/*
NOBODY b u y s
records in the summer — they ail go off
and eat ice cream,
and paddle, and perspire and sit on the
beach eating tomato
and sand s an dwiches.
That's what they
used to say, didn't
they?
Oh yes they did.
You're too young to
remember.
Well now it's ail
changed. And those
record companies —
you know, the firms
that delete your favourite record Just
as you're about to
replace the worn out
version and who put
out albums full of ail
the singles you've
already bought —
well, those record
companies are well
into ail that. So they
are turning out music as fast as they
can even in midsummer. And they're
turning out lots of it
on tape — be cause
music on tape is a

a

thing

(Specially when
it's on tape!)
summertime thing.
If you like building
sand castles, you'll
build 'em much better to music.
You'll have seen
the posters pushing
the Soun'dbather
concept—a couple in
their car enjoying
taped music even
though the British
summer is driving
the windscreen wipers frantic. And
with any luck you'll
have seen displays
of cassettes and cartridges in the record
shop Windows.
So at last the
record industry is
putting a lot of
weight behind tape
— the music médium
of the future. And,

JACK JONES; early recordings

as a resuit, there are
a lot of new releases
which make for happy summer listening.
And as more and
more retailers are
selling tape and
portable tape machines, the record
companies are stepping up their output
of music on tape to
cater for the new
boom.
From this month's
batch of releases,
l've picked a crosssection of repertoire
which should satisfy
most tastes.
The first three big
ones are T. Rex "The
Slider", Jimi Hendrix
"Rainbow Bridge"
and Jack Jones "Simply Jack Jones".
"The Slider", Bolan's
latest album is assured of success. This
album features tracks
like 'Rock On', 'Rabbit
Fighter', 'Telegram
Sam', 'Baby Boomerang', Ballrooms of
Mars' and 'Main Man'
which particularly appealed to me, being a
T. Rex fan. Produced
by Tony Visconti, the
group excel with material of this nature.
The album marks one
more chart certainty
for Marc Bolan, Mickey Finn, Steve Currie
and Bill Legend. Cassette TC BLN 5001.
Cartridge 8X BLN
5001.
Jimi Hendrix with
the tape from the original motion picture
"Rainbow Bridge",
with seven out of the
eight tracks written
and sung by Hendrix
• to page 14

m

m

WeVegot

tfie best sounds

faped...

For a fuit iist of cassettes
wrîte to:
Sales Department
Phonogram Ltd., Stanhope House Stanhope Place
London W2. Tel: 01-626 7788
From Phonogram the best sounds aroond

Rod Stewart
Never a Dull Moment 6499 153
Every Picture Tells A Story 7142 042
Gasoline Ailey 714?001
Oid Raincoat Won't Ever Let You Down 7145 004
Jerry Lee Lewis
The Return of Rock CPP 1009
Hotlegs
Thinks School Stinks 7108 031
Black Sabbath
Paranoid 7138 on
Manfred Mann Chapter Three
Manfred Mann Chapter Three Vol. M 7138 313
Beggar's Opéra
Act One 7138 022
Graham Bond
Holy Magick 7138 024
Magna Carta
Songs From Wasties Orchard 7138 031
^ fan Matthews
If You Saw Thro" My Eyes 7138 032
Black Sabbath
Master of Reaiity 7138 033
Roger Miller
A Tender Look At Love cmp 7018
John Dummer Blues Band
Cabal cmp 7019
Buddy Miles Express
Express Way to Your Skull CMP 7026
Jerry Butler
The Soul Goes On CMP 7028
Chuck Berry
From St. Louis to Frisco CMP 7029
Jerry Lee Lewis
The Best of Jerry Lee Lewis 7142 019
Bo Diddley
Another Dimension 7208 002

,

14

RECORD tJ

ROC
TAPE
EXTRA:
Barry
EAS

O'Keef
• from page 13
and produced by Jimi,
Mitch Mitchell, Eddie
Kramer and John Jansen, the film music
makes an excellent album sure to appeal to
ail his followers. Cassette ZCK4 44159. Cartridge Y8K8 44159.

Runout

of petrol

Jack Jones — "Simply Jack Jones" on
Coral label, Cassette
CPS 84. These early
recordings by Jack
Jones are still among
the best he has ever
made. His singing in
those days was more
simple and direct and
the album is notable
for a superb sélection
of songs. 'Autumn
Leaves', 'A Beautiful
Friendship ', ' Girl
Talk', 'People Will Say
We're In Love', and
'Watch What Happens'. With Jack
Jones now becoming
very popular this album with its simple
charm will appeal to
many.

but don't

runout

r

•

otmusic

CBS STEREO
CARTRIDGE

CBS STEREO
CARTRIDGE
TOHYBENNETT
SlîïS.-ERC^Ha

tnctudîag:
.
Without
Ych_Imagm©
Theme
From
Sa*ume/ Of 42" »
(TheSumrœf
MacArtîHffPafkKnowsJ »
Hurting
EachOthcr
EvwytHing
I Own
Mor« AndMora
LOVE THEME FROM
THE GODFATftER
Greatest Hits Can't Heip Faliing (n Love
The Andy Williams Show
Home Lovin' Man
Love Story

64869
63920
64067
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64286
64467
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TONY BENNETTSUMMEROF'42
Get Happy
I Left My Heart In
San Francisco
Greatest Hits
Great Hits of Today
Love Story

62201
62821
63962
64368
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CBS TAPES ^vailable in both cassette and cartridge

The 'Kilier' rocks
on. Jerry Lee Lewis
on Mercury label.
Cassette 7142-059.
"Chantilly Lace" —
'Walk A Mile In My
Shoes', 'Don't Be
Cruel' (the old Elvis
hit), 'You Can Have
Her', "Turn On Your
Love lighf ; we've ail
heard them before but
the numbers still provide idéal party material.
From Polydor "Never Ending Song Of
Love", cassette 317006p, The New Seekers.
Singing in their popular style, 'Look What
You've Done', 'Blackberry Way', 'Beautiful
People', 'One' (by Nilsson), available for
some time on Record.
This popular album is
now available on tape

SHA NANA: and tt
question is will the;
off the group with
sound? Well, they':
nearer with ever
they make, and th
— produced by Jefi
could do it for thei
available on ti
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JIMIHENDRIX; film music

Johnnv
Cash
AThine
Called
Love
wauowG
KXrc S :
WMWAS i:
A GOODMAN
ARKANS.AS
LCMN
MAN : i
MSSlSSlfV!
SAfJD •
TEARSTA^ED
LETÎER ';

JOHNNY CASHA THING CALLED LOVE
At San Quentin
«A Johnny Cash Portrait His Greatest Hits.Vol. Il
Hello. Cm Johnny Cash
The Johnny Cash Show
Man In Black

"A Lonely Man" is
produced by Eugene
Record on the MCA
label. Supersmooth
soul from possibly the
most consistently successful of the current
vocal outfits in that

style. There is little
here to touch their
beautiful hit song "Oh
Girl" (included) but
"Béîng In Love" gets
most of the way there.
They are riding the
crest of a wave at thp
moment so this could
do fairly weil. Cassette MUPC 457.

A couple of new
tapes still warm from

CBS STEREO
CARTRIDGE

SIMON AND GARFUNKEL'S
GREATEST HITS
Inctudro:
Bhdge
Overlraubted
Waar/Wrs
ftofcmsoo
The Sound Ot Sfence/Tne
Boxer/FeeBo'
Gfûovv
Scarbwough Fak/I Am A Rock
W'
m

SIMON AND GARFUNKELGREATEST HITS
69003
Bridge Over Troubled Water 63699
Sounds of Silence
Parsley. Sage, Rosemary
& Thyme
Bookends
63101
Wednesday Moroing 3 a.m 63370

64848
64577

Another tape destined for big sales in
Britain is Andy Williams "Love Theme
From The Godfather". If you are one
of the ones lucky
enough to see any of
his recent shows at
the Albert Hall,
you will understand
why this track has
been released on
Single Album Cassette
and Cartridge. I predict massive sales.
The album backed by
a tremendous list of
Andy's best selling
numbers, 'Imagine',
'Until If s Time For
You To Go' (written
by Buffy Sainte
Marie), 'Theme from
"Summer of '42",' is
simply f abulous.
Cassette no. 4064869.

the factory are "The
Night Is Still Young"
by Sha'Na Na and "A
Lonely Man" by the
Chi-lites. The former
is producèd by Jeff
Barry on the Kama
Sutra label. The question mark that hangs
over Sha Na Na is
whether the crowds
who flock to see their
stage récréations of
golden era rock 'n' roll
possess a similar respect for the group's
ability as a recording
group. So far evidence
is that they don't, but
recent regular work in
the UK should bring in
enough customers for
this collection which
features some of the
old style treatments,
including the new
single "Sea Cruise",
and more current arrangements which
prove they have some
potential in a contemporary setting. Cassette 3118-010.

1/1
UMiEDARTlSTS
STEREO TAPE

m
DonMcLeaiTs
first album is
now released

64898
64506
63796

in this
countryon
cassette and

64331
CBS
the music people.

cartridge.

CASSETTE NO:
TC K02S0
CARTRIDGE NO:
SXUBZSS
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SOUL...

AND

TAPE
EXTRA
Barry
LISTENING

— sure to be popular
for some time to come.

already proved to be a
winner.

Now from RCA,
RCA label, cassette
staunch supporters of PK 11606. Jonathan
cassettes and car- Kelly with 'Madetridges, three new leine', 'Slingo Pair',
tapes. The Elverley 'Ballad of Cursed
Brothers with "Stories Anna', 'Rainy Town'
We Could Tell", cas- and 'Hyde Park Ansette PK11615. A won- gels', amongst other
derful programme of likeable numbers.
great tracks, pro- Jonathan Kelly — up
duced by Paul A. to now has never realRothchild featuring ly quite made it but
goodies like 'Green this album in my opinRiver', 'Breakdown', ion is his first break.
'Ridin' High', 'Mando- Well produced by
lin Mind' and 'Stories Tony Cox. l'm sure we
We Could Tell'.
will be hearing a great
RCA Cassette PK deal more from him
11605. Cass Elliot. A soon.
really great new album from Marna Cass,
'Latin American
TU Be Home', 'Jésus Dance Paçjiy' with
Was A Cross Maker', Luis Alberto Del Para'That Song', 'Baby l'm na Y Los ParaYours' and 'When It guayos on Philips laDoesn't Work Ouf. bel from Phonogram,
This is a natural fol- cassette 7100 026. Oflow up on tape to the fering a Latin Amerialbum released a few can sélection of tracks
weeks ago which has to delight you ail,
'g
3t
d
g
d
le

O'Keef

suitable for the motor- r
ist.
The London Philharmonie Orchestra
back up the Peddlers
who always produce a
clever and professional recording and
offer something completely différent. The
arrangements for the
orchestra are really
/ ; ^ something and together an almost new
sound is presented.
Again great motoring
music, numbers ini clude 'This -Strange
Affair', 'Did She', InJONATHAN KELLY
juxtaposition', my favourite number being
tracks like 'Pepito', 'A Year And A Day'
'El Condor Pasa', 'Be- with the Peddlers arsito', 'A Man Without ranging ail the ryhthm
Love', 'The Windmills tracks — a unique
of Your Mind'. I found blend of sounds are
this album a refresh- produced.
ing change from the
Last week Blood
modem and progres- Sweat and Tears
sive rock recordings started their tour of
flooding the market at England so perhaps
the moment. Ideally
• to page 16

t.
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P AULLAYTON of New Seekers

Yfeciston SotinahatW**

w

Jeffrey Shurtleff
ATLANTIC
Booker T. & The MG's
Yes
DAWN
David McWiiliams
DJM
Dennis Coulson, Dixie Dean, Hughie
Flint, Tom McGuiness
ELEKTRA
The Butterfield Blues Band
Judy Coilins
ISLAND
Roxy Music
Smith - Perkins - Smith
ÉDick Heckstall-Smith
;

ariotffhiav

EmlliîSfeiake & Patmer
PEG
Van'OUS (LovvTPnce)
Tim Hart & Maddy Prior
Steeieye Span
Martin Carthy & Dave Swarbrick
Andy Roberts
PYE/CTI _
Antonio Carlos Jobim
^ Stanley Turrentine
PYE/KUDU
jhnny Hammond
'RISE
îinatra
îthers
luthrie

State Farm

ZCAM 64332 YSAM 64332

The Best of Booker T. & The MG's
Time and a Word

ZCK4 40072 Y8K8 40072
ZCK4 40085 Y8KS 40085

Lord Offaly

ZCDN 3039 Y8DN 3039

Lo and Behold

ZCDJL 424 Y8DJL 424

Golden Butter. The Best of the .
Butterfield Blues Band.
In My Life

ZCK4 62011 Y8K8 62011
{Double Play)
ZCK4 42009 Y8K8 42009

Roxy Music
Smith - Perkins ■ Smith
A Story Ended
Free At Last
Trilogy

ZCI 9200 Y8J 9200
ZCI 9198 Y8I 9198
ZCI 9196 Y8i 9196
ZCI 9192 Y8I 9192
ZCI 9186 Y8I 9186

Clogs
Summer Solstice
Please to see The King
Sélections
Nina and the Dream Tree

ZCPSB 1 Y8PSB 1
ZCPEG 1035 Y8PEG 1035
ZCPEG 1029 Y8PEG 1029
ZCPEG 6 Y8PEG6
ZCPEG 5 Y8PEG5

Stone Flower
Sugar

ZCCTL 3 Y8CTL 3 (Dolby )
ZCCTL 2 Y8CTL 2 (Dolby)

Breakout

ZCKUL 3 Y8KUL 3 (Dolby)

Ring-A-Ding Oing!
Just Another Band from L.A.
Hobo's Lullaby

. ZGK4 441-87-Y8K8 44187
ZCK4 44179 Y8K8 44179
ZCK4 44169 Y8K8 44169

ZC = Cassette Y8 = Cartridge
m

For full up to date catalogue send to;- Précision Tapes Ltd., (R.M.28.7),
A.T.V. House, 17 Great Cumberland Place, London WIH 8AA.
Précision Tapes Ltd

!i:OA\
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MISÎKMW
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ItCil Records and 1^es

Beach

live

Boys

in
TAPE
EXTRA;

London
Caprice

cassettes

£175
CAPRICE

RC/I

Andy Williams
S«9»Ccrv:ri oi Crnfr'
KJ **:
-Tws a W-AOtee-O
som'ïsv*
Car» !*.'» "Hnf**»!

FAREWELL
TOTHEGREYS

ti
Th«U»tBeS(rtn9«

P»»
>Axr'**ï*rx-**'itrW

0Ot.Bv svstem]
Andy Wllljams, |With the
livîng Strings}
ANDY WttUAMS SiNGS
MPK153

The Pipes and Drums & The
Military Band of the
Royal Scots Drageon Guards
FAREWELL TO THE G R EYS
incUidjng'Amazing Grâce'
MPK112

ferry Como
COMO'S GOLDEN RECORDS
MPK 119
Sacha Distel
FROM PARIS WiTH LOVE
MPK 110
José Feiiciano
A 8AG FOLi OF SOUL
MPK 116

O'Keef
it's opportune to welcome their greatest
hits on tape, cassette
CBS 4064803. Not a
great deal more can I
can say on this album
that has not already
been said, you either
love them or not. The
album features hits ail
the way through,
'You've Made Me So
Very Happy', 'And
When I Die', Spinning
Wheel' and T Love
You More Than You'11
Ever Know'. If you
are a fan of this tremendous group you'll
buy this album. It
goes wlthout saying I
shall be seeing them
live this week.
"A Thing Called
Love" by Johnnie
Cash. CBS Cassette
4064898. The man does
it again, tracks
'Kate', 'Melva's
Wine', 'I Promise
You', 'The Miracle
Man', 'Tear Stained
Letter', 'Doddy', 'Arkansas Lovin' Man'
and 'Mississippi
Sand '. This is a
Soundbather
recording at home on
our holiday. This tape
will give you a musical
tan.
Decca release.
"Close Up" by Tom
Jones, cassette SKC
5132. 'Witch Queen of
New Orléans', 'Tired
of Being Alone', 'Woman You Took My Life',
'Ail I Need Is You',
'Time To Get It Together' and so many
more. A good album
featuring Tom with
generally not so well
known songs with perhaps the 'Young New
Mexican Puppeteer'

0
M

from the critics in the
National Papers we
have a monster production. S orne of the
tracks are 'The Overture", 'The Battle In
The Indian Village',
' Jennies Theme',
'Pomp and Circumstance' (Elgar), 'The
Cavalry Charge and
The Ambush of the
Armoured Train',
'The Dream' and End
Titles. I simply cannot
wait to try this one.

The Beach Boys
Live in London, EMI
cassette 7C 21715 Cartridge 8X 21715. Although this w a s
recorded.live at the.
London Palladium on
the Ist December,
1968, it's brand new
release from The
m
Beach Boys and a
straight list of the
tracks on the album
will tell you enough to
go straight out and
THE BEACH BOYS ... or two of them — buy it, just look at
Mike Love and Cari Wilson at their recent these numbers:
Crystal Palace gig. Their 'Live In London' is
Side 1: Darlin'.
rush released by EMI this weék.
Wouldn't It Be Nice.
Sloop John B. Califoras an exception, Water', 'America', nia Girls. Do It Again.
Tom's appeal and in- 'Kathy's Song', 'El Wake The World.
timate singing cornes Condor Pasa' (If I Aren't You Glad.
Side 2: Bluebirds
over well on this could), Bookends
plesingly balanced theme and 'Cecilia'. Over The Mountain.
Their Hearts Were
album.
AU I can say is l'm, Full Of Spring. Good
C. B. S. Cassette glad I got my copy Vibrations. God Only
4069003 Simon and before the rush.
Knows. Barbara Ann.
Garfunkel Greatest
Hits. This tape only
Finally, a couple of
just released will glants from EMI, so
make the big time with hot they are still
'Mrs. Robinson', 'Fee- steaming straight
Keep alert to the
lin' Groovy', 'The from the film premier SOUNDBATHER
Sound Of Silence', last week of 'Young Windows and don't be
'Scarborough Winston'. Cassette TC too long in joining The
Fair/Canticle', 9002 and Cartridge 87 TapePeople.
'Homeward Bound', 9002. I have y et to see
'Bridge Over Troubled this film but judging
BARRY O'KEEF

22 NON STOP PARTV HiTS
JWPK 156
El vis Presiey
ALMOST tN LOVE
MPK 121
C'MON EVERYBODY
MPK 143
FLAM1NG STAR
MPK 101
t GOT L'UCKY
MPK 151
J
LEFS SE FRiENOS
MPK 138
THE 1NT1MATE JIM REEVES
MPK 142
JIM REEVES GOLDEN RECORDS
MPK 113
YOUNG AND COUNTRY
MPK 152 _ •_
:'v ' \ ;
Royal Scots Greys {2nd
Dragoons) Pipes and Dtums
SCOTLAND FOBEVEB
MPK 139
Nei) Sedaka
OH CAROL
MPK 122

Barry

For a eopy of the fui! catalogue, Write
to the Tape Department^ BÇA House,
50 Curzon Street, London, W.1.
JERRY LEE LEWIS: The killer rocks on
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gs — who haven't yet experienced
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Beatlemania

worrving
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Who's
without

aclually
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ail round and Linda smiles
gamely.
'Do you think 'Give Ireland Back to the Irish'
achieves anything?"
"Yes, I think it will change
things a little It won't change
much — nothing ever does.
But it will change. It really
applies to everything — like
give Rhodesia back to the
Africans. I mean, everything that's been pinched in
the past. like, give it back. I
"Marc Bolan?

.

He's good. I love
his records."

z

m
m

m.
lly applies to everything - like give Rhodesia back to
the Africans. *
vays you
le hang,ke youre for in, I don't
5
ress. I
doing is,
)lay as a
ly what
I think
land the
isappear
ople will
ey won't
it is with
it's how
t. That's

'Give Ireland Back to the
fair enough for me. If they
Irish' has become 'Give Badon'tlikeus.it'stoobad."
varia Back to the Bavarians'
"Is it beginning to come
in Germany? " asks Muntogether now — if you'll parich's Abendzeitung.
don the expression? ' '
"Do you miss not being
"Yeah. After our first gig
— and it wasn't that great able to cook for the family? "
asks Woman's Own.
the first one — one of the lads
remarked that we were only
"What do you think of that
two weeks and two days old phenomenon T Rex?" asks
in terms of playingpublicly.
Europe'sNo. 1.
I think now we're actually
"Would you like to talk to
three weeks dd and I think' the rest of the band?" asks
we're bloody good for three' ^cCartney. "1 mean, it'snot
weeks-old. We rock, man!"
just me. ' ' Then he introduces
And so the iriterview goes them. Jauntily. "This is
unevenly and rather desul- Denny, and Danny, and Hentorilyon. "Do you know that ry .. . and Yoko. " Laughs

got

a

one

But songs come in ail sorts of
ways. Sometimes she bungs
bits in. ' '
Linda does, in fairness,
look like a good bunger-in
and she now has a défensive
shield to wear in the form of
her reggae number, "Seaside Woman" — ail her own
work. The interview is gradually running out of steam.
Everyone is hot and tired
and the questions are verging cm the infantile level of
the Paul/Linda autobiographies in the Wings programme (Born: I was;
Birthplace; It was; Kids'
names: Hello, Goodbye and
Mavbe).
"Would you like to do a
Bangla Desh-type concert? "
"When we feel we'd like to
do that, we'll do it. "
Well, it's not much of a nopunches-pulled answer —
but Paul's had a lot of Beatle
practice at fending off unwelcome questions witn nonsequiturs. But Denny Laine
.(who, incidentally, doesn't
believe that Paul wui ever
really stop being a Beatle in
a certain sense) chips in
with: "I don't think any
group really has any charitable motives. I mean. would

mean, we shauld be cool. No
one is going to give it back,
but lil keep singing. I mean,
T'm a person as well asTàn
entertainer. "
"But has pop music really
changed anythmg-"
"Yes. I think it has. I
think the fact that someone
like McGovern has entered
the arena is a change.
I mean, he must know tnere
isan audience for him. "
The subject is switched to
the question of Linda's importance to the group and
"I think as we
McCartney défends her with
almost violent intensity.
continue to play
linda herself smiles. unburdened by self doubt or humility.
together as a band
Sometimes they seem an
unlikely couple to be taking
the Beatle thing
Europe by storm. She occasionally evokes wild
thought of jolly hockey sticks
will disappear."
with an American accent,
and I have this fantasy picture of Paul in fairisle sweatyou come here for nothing? ' '
er, open-toed sandals with
I resisted the temptation to
socks and a row of pens in his
say I was beginning to think
top pocket.
I had, as Paul suddenly de"How many more years do cided the interview was over
and it was time to get his wife
you intend to go on playand three daughters back to
ing?" asks a French reportthe Left Bank hôtel — the
er.
same quaint four-star retreat that was used by the
"As long as I live," says
Rolling Stones, with a founPaul.
tain in the restaurant and
"Like Maurice Chevapate de foie gras at £7 a
lier," says Linda in an enthrow.
tente cordiale gesture.
Despite the dis"Till l'm ahundred," Paul advantageous
Beatle backadds. "Imean.it'smy job. "
ground, despite the cat-and"What do you think of mouse game with the darMarc Bolan? "
lings of the British Press,
despite the inner conflicts of
"He's good. Yeah. I love , Paul McCartney, I think
his records. I don't know Wings will make it. I think
how heis live. "
the next album will be far,
"Gilbert O'Sullivan? He far better than anything
says his songs are somewhat post-Beatles he's done so far
and I think "My Love"
inspired by yours. ' '
shows distinct signs that
McCartney is recapturing
his compositional genius.
"I like the
He's missed the catalyst of
British Press.
Lennon undoubtedly and if
unbounded confidence can
be an effective substitute for
They're darlings."
genius, then Linda might
well provide the spur — and
"Yeah. I like him. I liked
there'll be additional in'We Will'. He gets there. He spiration from the other mureally gets you at it with his sicians in the band.
lyrics. "
The last picture I had of
"Do you find it easy to
theMcCartnéys'was of them
compose now — as easy as
hiking their three kids
before? "
around the back streets of
"Yeah, sometimes. Not the Latin Quafter bent on
always. "
some last-minute shopping
departing to Munich.
"Do you work with Linda before
scattering of autograph
always. Was 'My Love' a A
hunters; no mobs, no police,
joint effort? "
no photographers . . .
Sic transit Beatlemania. .
"No, 'My Love' is mine.
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The price for a classified advertisement is: 5p per
word — (Min. 50p). £2.00 per single column inch,
(max. 30 words) boxed. Box Number charge 25p.
No money, in any form, should be paid to a Box
number. Advertisements should be submitted 10
days before date of publication. Ail advertisements are
subject to the approval of the publishers. The RM will
not be liablefor any eventarising out of advertising.
ALL CLASSIFIEDS MUST BE PRE-PAID

ORDER

FORM

To place your advertisement complété the order form
below and send to:
RECORD MIRROR, 7CARNABYSTREET LONDON
W1V 1PG.
I would like my copy to read

I woulu iike to have

insertion/s week beginning

'Jnder the classification
I enciose cheque/postal order for £
Signed .
Address

TAPES: 5in REELS (600) —
80p. (60 — 55p. ) 120 — 90p.
R. Bearman, 22 Leigh
Heights, Hadleigh, Benfleet,
Essex.
FOR THE NEW GENERATION; Bodjie Boys and
Widjie G iris Patchwork tank
tops, 1 size fits ail only
£2.50., also striped and plain
tank tops in 30 colour combinations only £2.30., the
best Budgie Jackets in
black/mauve and black/red
ail sizes, only £6.50., fantastic high styled Budgie jackets in suede and leather
suede, 2-tone, ail sizes only
£14, leather 2-tone ail sizes
£15, canvas and suede 2-tone
only £9. Marc Bolan jackets
as above, ail sizes, top quality only £8, ail the above in
most colour combinations.
Loons in drill and denim, ail
■sizes only £2.80. Prince of
'Wales check, Oxford Bags ail i
sizes only £3.60 ail in most
colour?; Satin JacketS aii
sizes £6.50, Loon jackets ail
sizes £5.20, fitted jackets in
drill and denim ail sizes
£5.60, Budgie jackets ail
sizes £4.50. AU the above in
ail the colours of the rainbow, Knitwear tank tops only
£1.25, Please state first and
second choice of colours,
money back guarantee. S.
WeUs & Co., 1 Bell Close,
Knebworth, Herts.

FOR F.RlA. ASSOCIATE
membersfcip send s.a.e. to
Free Radio Association,
339 Eastwood Road, Rayleigh, Essex..
JINGLE BARGAINS, SAE:
Cher UK, 81 Shaftesbury
Road, Romford, Essex.
ROGER DAY Show. RNI
1970 (Edited) 75p. (reel)
95p. (Cassette). Aiso; Highlights Alan West Show (RNI
1970) 45p. (reel) 65p. (cassette). Robert Owen, 39 St.
Leonards Road, Hertford,
Herts.
FOUR HOURS — 15 Stations
(Tape/Cassette) Only £1.00!
Plus Free Keyring
Flashlight/Free Pen worth
38p! C.R.A. M., 21 Forest
Gâte, Anstey, Leicester.
FREE RADIO Newsheet,
with RNI, Horizon, CaroUne.
10p. Plus s.a.e. 5 Meadow
Way, Hitchin, Herts.

Computer
Dating
iMcet friends with
the right vibrations
through Dateline.
Britain's most
sophisticatôd and
successful computer
dating service.

£5,000 POETRY CONTEST.
The world's largest cash
prizes for poetry. Poems
urgently wanted for beautifulbooks. Send your poems
now for free examination,
subscriplion, publishing and
contest détails. Beginners
welcome. ATLANTIC
PRESS (CO), Grand Buildings, London WC2N SEP.
THREE MALE STUDENTS
require three adventurous
jgirls (16-19) for one Helluva .
Camping/Hikihg holiday m
West Country. Photographs
available Bolc 427.

LYNN DISCERY
have justopenedat
62 Norfolk Street,
KlngsLynn,
Norfolk
We stock many rare Soul,
Tamla imports plus many
pop'Golden Oldies. '
Postal customers welcome, Sae for lists.

BEST CASH or EXCHANGE PRICE for your
unwanted Rock 'n' Roll
Records; The Bop Shop,
Beau Bells Boutique, Rayners Lane, Hillingdon, MidSYMPATHETIC HELP AND dlesex.
ADVICE given by. correspondence on emotional l.OOO's Soul, Rock "'h' Roll,
problems, SAE to Douglas Oldies, Collectors' Items
Westacott, 44 Earl's Court Stocked, Fresh weekly
consigr.msnts. S.a.e. for
Road, Kensington, W. 8.
lists or call at ' MOONDOGS", 400a High Street;
MOBILE DISCOTHEQUES
North, London, E. 12. (400
yds. right of East Ham"
Underground). Tel: 01-552DAVE JANSEN DIS0809.
COTHEQUES. Radio
RECORD LENDING LI-,
styied professional enterLamment, oi-Oftiom.
BRARY (POSTAL) Don't
buy — borrow. From top 50
PURPLE KING ALL func- and beyond. Send Sae for
tions, cheapest rates. Essex détails to: 17(R) Park
to Herts. Ring: Alan, View Court, Fulham High
Chelmsford 420919.
Street, London, SW6 LP3.
SOMETHING SPECIAL
JAMES HAMILTON 01FOR STONES, HENDRIX
534. 5910.
and TULL fans. Very rare
MORE MUSIC — for the next and unique items. Send
time you want a good dis- S.A.E. Chadwick, 8,
cothèque -01-897 1898 (eveGrove Street, Wilmslow,
nings) MORE MOSIC.
Cheshire.
U.S. POP SINGLES TOP
CEE
STARS Brand new, 8 for £1.
Post free. G. .Williams. 26.
South Park Road, S. W. 19.
HOLLYWOOD COMPANY
RECORDS 50,000 from 10p.
needs lyrics for new songs.
Alflypes wanted. Frèe dé- Send 5p for lists of 45s and
tails — Musical Services,
LPs td 1142 6, Argyle Street", •
1305/R North Highland,
Glasgow.
Hollywood, California, AMERICAN EX-JUKES 45s
USA.
UNASSORTED , C. O. D.
ONLY. Buy direct and s ave.
SONG WRITERS ! Send 48
hour air-freight service.
your songs: (words and
Sold in multiples of 500 at
music or words only) to:
S100.00. Ex-warehouse
Department RM, Janay
York City plus airMusic Company, 60 North New
freight
and handling 25 per
Street, Chichester P019 cent discount
on orders of
1NB.
5,000 pièces or more. RAM
Inc.,
18
Harrison
SONG AND LYRIC writers White Plains N.Y. Street,
10604
wanted. Send SAE for USA (914) 949-7977.
FREE copy of "From Song
Lyric to Commercial Re- EX JUKE BOX RECORDS
cords" . . . Sylvaribury Pop, Tamla, Reggae etc.
Records (Dept. R2) 30 Cra- Sae. Lists 47, Chelmsford
ven Street, WC2N 5NT.
Street, Weyraouth, Dorset.
LYRICS WANTED by Music
COLLECTOR's
our Bureau
Publishing House. 11, St. to help you, we cater
ail
Albans Avenue, London, kinds of record buyerforand
W. 4.
collecter, i.e. Valuation,
queries, fan club's who to
RECORDS FOR SALE
deal with, Trace-a-Disc plus
more. Services half price
some free to members.
Membership send £1.00 un"COLLECTORS"
Famasiic offer of rare crossed P.O. (No Chèques)
(Renewable yearly) to join
American imports now
Record Collector's Bureau
available
or Sae for full détails to:
Record Collector's Bureau,
100 "RARE" SOUL
SOUNDS
lOHighworthRoad, GloucesOFantastic 4—M. Gayel
ter.
(J. Butler & Many More)
£8.00
OKEH A. B.C. plus more
Soul Imports. Cheap.
100 PURE SOUL
S.A.E. 79 Ribchester Road,
SINGLES
Blackburn.
(Nepiune-Gamble-Wand
(Ric-Tic-Ecc.)
VINTAGE
RECORDS AUC£5.00
TION (lOin 78's) ROCK.
Jazz, Swing etc: Many ColNO LISTS AVAILABLE lector's
items. Catalogues
ON ABOVE PACKS
8p.
plus large S.A.E.: P.
POSTAGF FRFE ON
Elhott, "Bonnybrook", Little
BOTH OFFERS
SEND CASH OR P.O. Kimble, Aylesbury.
FOR ABOVE SOUL
RECORD AUCTION, thouPACKS
sands of imported soul
Send S.A.E. for our lisls records at your own price in
of LP'c and smeles to:— our fabulous 7 day auctions.
GLOBAL RECORD SALES For détails SAE to Rob's
(Prop. 'E. J. B^lhicr. USA) Record Révolution, 57
48 PRINCESS ST.
Larchmere Drive, Hall
r2n 1 Floor)
preen, Birmingham B28
MANCHESTER
8 JB.
Ml 6HR
Tel. jNos.
061-236 - 3457 ■ 3452

GLADIATOR ARM
BANDS
Genuine reat black
leather. 3jin
wide. Fitted
Ring 01-937 0102
with twin
for détails and free
3-rows studs,
questionnaire or
twin straps.
2 buckles- or
writq to :
wilhoul studs.
ABSOLUTELY THE BEST
Dateline,
75p plus 15p p&p
maU order service for ALL
TWO FOR £1.40
23 Abingdon Rd..
readers
living in NORWAY,
IN EXTRA HEAVY LEATHER
London. W.8 (RM) j SWEDEN, FINLAND, DENSend to:
MARK, GERMANY.'HOLW. B. SUPPLIES
BELGIUM, AUS38 Manor Road, Dinningion, ^^BdatdîMW LAND,
TRALIA,
NEW ZEALAND
Near Sheffield
JANE SCOTT for genuine etc. Now you can obtain ail
Dept. 3
friends. Introductions op- your records quickly and
posite sex with sincerityi tax-free from TANDY'S faand thoaghtfulness. Détails mous mail order export
FREE RADIO
free. 3p stamp to Jane service. Write today for free
Scott, 50/RM, Maddox catalogue plus lists of new
TO CLEAR: Super 1972
Street, London Wl.
releases from:— TANDY'S
Radio Diary (150 pages
(RM), Warley, Worcestertechnical data)-!- PostDATES" ARRANGÊD by shire.
er/Calender with colour
post. Age 16 upwards, evsilhouette of Veronica
erywhere For free bro- BEST SELECTION of mailship. 60p for the two (origichure write stating âge. order singles listed. Tamlas
nally £1.30). FRA, 339,
Mayfair Introductions from 10p. Send large SAE —
Eastwood Road, Rayleigh,
(Dept. 9), 291 Finchley 4 Cavendish Avenue, St.
Essex.
Road, London NW3 6ND.
Leonards-on-Sea, Sussex.

POSTAL FRIENDSHIP
CLUB. Confidential, Discreet, Individual and Personal attention is given
eachof our clients. Private
introductions arranged by
post for ail âges. Stamp to:
Miss Chidgey, 124/A39
Keys Avenue, Bristol, BS7
0HL.
TEENS / TWENTIES pen
friends, home / abroad:
MFC, 9 The Arbour, Farnhill, Keighley, Yorkshire.
PENFRIENDS AT HOME
and abroad. Send sae for
free détails. — European
Friendship Society, Burnley.

FRENCH penfriends, ail
aged from 12 to 21. Send
sae for free détails— Anglo
French Correspondence
Club, Burnley.

The chart tells the story —

UNUSUAL PENFRIENDS, EXCITINGLY
DIFFERENT. Stamped
envelope for reply: Dept.
RM1, Bureau des Aimes,
PO Box 54. Rugby.

REAL GONE ROCK 'N'
ROLL DANCE. Though
Records ain't like live, thëir
sounds are alive! There's
originality — quality — variety! (The spice of Rock!).
Groovin' 'n' Boppin' with
"Frantic" ln' "Breathless"
"Eagle & Child". Pub,
Woodgrange Road, Forest
Gâte, London (extension).
TRAVEL
ECONOMY FLIGHTS, India, USA, Canada, PakL
tan, Ceylon, East Africa,
South Africa. SOLANKI
TRAVELS, 187 Tutnell
Park Road, London. OPU.
Tel: 607 5639.

has the BMRB

TROJAN

Top 50

HAPPENINGS

' W
DANDYLIVINC™
TRLS45

HSt Alblllli P NICKY THOMAS
1> |
jTells It Like ItisTRL 25
^RCiÇâSCS-j

SINGLE
L0UIE L0UIE
Star Trek
Big 6
Roll Muddy River

HAPPENINGS

T00T AIMDTHE MAYTALS
THE VOLCANS
JUDGE DREAD
PI0NEERS

TR 7865
TR 7863
Bl 608
TR 7860

MAXI HAPPENINGS
Israelites/lt Mek/007
DESM0ND DEKKER
Liquidator/Retiirn pf Django/
Elizabethan Reggae
Various Artists

TRM9003
TRM9002

REAL REGGAE SOUNDS
DownSideUp
HARRY J. ALLSTARS
Is It Really Over
MAX ROMEO
Rédemption Song T00T AND THE MAYTALS
Wannaite like Oaddy
GENE RONDO

HJ6641
GG 4535
DYN 438
DT490

AUGUST ALBUM RELEASES
Corning Soon
Various Artists
12 Hit Tracks

TIGHTEN UP VOL.6
99p Order Now

TBL 185

NEW SMASH HAPPENINGS
Lonely for your Love
UNIQUES
TR 7866
Efaony Eyës
THE CH0SEN FEW
TR 7864
L0UIE L0UIE
Acclaimed the best Reggae single ever! This
number is destined to make record history try guessing who the big names are!
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"l'VE GOT a couple of hundred cards for my birthday," says Noddy
Holder, lifting a pile of humorous, romantic and some downright bizarre
cards up. "This one is from Harold with a kiss on itl "
Now Harold may have différent ideas about Noddy, but he's definitely
a lover of the female species, who describes bis activities on the road as,
"we go to the pictures a lot, play cards and get us some womens-a! "
He describes Dave Hill and Jimmy Lea as being the favourltes of the
group as far as the ladies are concerned, and says of the fans' reactions
on meeting Slade.
"They say we're not
what they expect us to Val
be, whatever that
means; I don't know if
they expect us to get Mabbs
their knickers off 'em
as soon as they corne
in or something!"
concludes
m» -v
As the group progressed from using a
Ford Transit van,.to a the
Hillman Hunter then a
Vauxhall Ventora
coupled with a three NODDY
f
ton truck for their
equipment, so their
style has deveioped. HOLDER
And en route they
dropped the prefix
Ambrose to become STORY
just Slade.
"We've always been
pretty wild," adds we've had to play ail
Noddy. "Ifyou'dhave that down.
GOING
known us three years
"We can be aggresago in London and sive if we want to be,
three years ago back but we've always said
It has been Chas
home you could see the we never kicked Chandler's décision to
way we played things people's heads in. — keep Slade away from
down in London.
that was probably the America, although
'We didn't want younger kids. Per- they
have been offered
people to get the haps we get rid of our apparently lucrative
wrong idea about us. I aggressions on stage tours there. Now a
think it was because — we used to be pretty visit is planned for
we were just a bit bad off stage at one August.
wary when we came time, but now we get
down here and we rid of it. "
"I think it's worked
wanted to try and imOne of the most es- out well for us. We've
press people a bit — sential points of Consolidated our posiprobably when you Slade's stage act is tion in Britain and the
first met us we we- their communication Continent, before
ren't really ourselves. with the audience, and moving on to America,
Back home three having heard con- but we were a bit woryears ago we were firmation that stu- ried at first 'cos everydoing what we're dents at a collège one was rushing off to
doingnow! "
wouldn't go along to America. That 's
Maybe because the see them because of where we benefit from
southern music fans their Skinhead image Chas' experience. "
didn't realise the true the group decided
personalities of Slade, enough was enough.
It was also Chas
their sudden émer"We didn't change
who encourgence as Skinheads, bam, like that, but we Chandler
aged Slade to wrlte
coupled with a wave of had to progress a bit. their
own materiai, inpublicity, rather
stead of copying other
shocked most people. people's hits, and the
And Slade stood very
American records of
much alone, in many
ways. In the music 'Nobody which they were particularlv fond.
industry there was no
one quite like them.
'Take Me Bak Orne'
"People back home wanted took the group only
gave us the Skinhead
one hour to write, and
thing, because we
another hit 'Coz I Luv
were living at home
You' emerged in only
and London was far to know half an hour. The basremoved from us. Ail
ic 'Look Wot You Dun'
our mates were dresswas written in stages
ing like that and they
us off- the original concept
didn't want to see us
emerging from Don
corne on stage in veland Jimmy - and the
vet suits. They wantrearrangement
stage'
ed to see us dressed
coming some nlne
how they were dressed
months later.
and playing what they
We knew, because of
wanted to hear. "
Slade are currently
the image, people just recording a new alBut as Slade's popu- weren't
giving a listen bum, which will unlarity spread through- to the music.
Even doubtedly be a sucout the south as well
though l'm still cessful follow up to
as the north, and their now,
my hair their 'Slade Alive!' alchance of publicity wearing
short on top, bum. But it's a hard
was growing, the cropped
short trousers with fact of their life that a
group began to realise braces
and my cap lot of musicians still
that their Skinhead which was
left over have what Noddy deimage was becomlng a from Skinhead
days. " scribes as a 'snobby'
barrier for them.
Whether it was sim- attitude towards the
"Nobody wanted to ply a change of dress group.
know us off stage," and attitude that
explained Noddy. helped with the musi"There's still the at"Nobody would speak cal acceptance of titude that we're not
to us — including oth- Slade, or the arrivai of musicians," says Noder groups — and no- such a direct single as dy. "But we know we
body wanted to inter- 'Get Down and Get are, we know that if
view us. If they found With It' is debatable. we weren't decent muout they'd got an inter- Most probably the sicians we couldn't get
view with four of us combination of the two up on stage and play
they wouldn't corne events were essential, how we do and go
and do it, only if there plus the business down. We couldn't
was one of us and then sense of Chas Chan- write songs, make
very reluctantly! So dler.
records and get hits if

SKINHEADS

HAD

TO

GO

m

m

GOING
we didn't have some
sort of musical ability.
"OK maybe we're
not the greatest thing
in the world, but we
don't go ail out to become individual musicians, we work to
make Slade a good
group. "
Should there be any
doubt on this point as
well, Slade say that
they never use session

-if.■ - . i ■ :■■ .
vSsfe J
® -

GONE

musicians in their ticularly in Wolverplaces on record. So hampton.
it's ail their own work,
Noddy guards the
and work that they're
location of his back
very proild of.
home local with in"The last couple of finité care. Just the
records have been a other day when visturning point for us," iting an off licence he
says Noddy. A turning was surrounded by
point that has meant young girls who forced
the group have to ex- him to take the back
ercise considérable way out of the promcaution when walking ises!
around the streets
anywhere — but parBut it's ail a part of

v3i

«

*2'r.y<
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being Slade — as was
the hair-raising moment when the group
were whizzing down
the runway in a chartered 'plane heading
for Helsinki. Then
someone discovered
that the door was open
.... Luckily they
survived to tell the
taie! .... and their
hilarious expériences
are far from over.
Watch out, Slade's
about!
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z «Singles
PPY LOVE
1 1 7 PUPPY
cr*v r»n H
iVl
Donny17 O
Osmond
MGM
2006104
2 3 6 SYLVIA's MOTHER
Dr. Hook & The Medicine Show
CBS 7929
3 2 8 ROCK & ROLL PART I/II
Gary Glitter
Bell 1216
4 7 4 BREAKIN G UP IS HARD TO DO
Partridge Family
Bell Mabel 1
*
5 12 3 SEASIDE SHLFFLE
Terry Dactyl & The Dinosaurs
UK 5
6 17 3 SCHOOL'S OUT
Alice Cooper
Warner Brothers K16188
7 5 6 ICAN SEE CLEARLY NOW
CBS 8113
Johnny Nash
8 4 8 CIRCLES
Polydor 205 8 242
New Seekers
9 14 6 MAD ABOUTYOU
Rhino RNO 101
Bruce Ruffin
10 18 6 STARMAN
RCA 2199
David Bowie
11 6 8 LITTLE WILLY
RCA 2225'
Sweet
12 20 5 SILVER MACHINE
L'nited Artists UP 35381
Hawkwind
13 9 6 JOIN TOGETHER
Track 2094102
Who
14 iô 7 WALKIN' IN THE RAIN WITH THE ONE I LOVE
Tjrve Ilnlimited
Uni UN 539
15 13 6 BETCHA BY GOLLY WOW
Av
Stylistics
co 6105011
16 8 9 TAKE ME BAK' OME
Slade
Polydor 205 8 231
17 25 3 AUTOMAUCALLY SUNSHINE
Suprêmes
TamlaMotownTMG821
18 10 7 .AMERICAN TRILOGY
Elvis Presley
RCA 2229
19 41 2 POPCORN
Hot Butter
Pye 7N 25583
20 26 4 MYGUY
Mary Wells
Tamla MotownTMG820
21 11 7 OOH-WAKKA DOO-WAKKA DAY
Gilbert O'Sullivan
MAM78,
22 15 11 ROCKIN' ROBIN
Michael Jackson
TamlaMotownTMG816
23 23 8 FVE BEEN LONELY FOR SO LONG
Frederick Knight
Stax 2025 098
24 22 9 NUTROCKER
B. Bumhle The Stino-oT-a
StotoeMt» SS
;2o 24 12 CAUFORNIA MAN
JVIpve
Harvest HAR5050
26 19 12 VINCENT
Don McQean
United Artists UP 35359
27 21 10 THE FIRST TIME EVERI SAW YOUR FACE
RobertaFlack
Atlantic K10161
28 37 3 WORKING ON A BUILDING OF LOVE
Chairman Of The Board
Invictus INV 519
29 39 3 IT'S FOUR IN THE MORNING
Faron Youne
Mercury 6052140
30 28 18 AMAZ1NG GRACE
Royal Scots Dragoon Guards Band
_ RCA 2191
31 27 10 MARY H AD A LITTLE LAMB
Wings
Apple R 5949
32 31 17 AT THE CLUB/SATURDAYNIGHT
ATTHEMOVIES
Drifters
Atlantic Kl 0148
LITTLE BIT OR I-OVE
33 _ .30
jrree
Island WIP 6129
SONG SUNG BLUE J
34 29
Neil Diamond
Uni UN 538
JUST WALKIN MY SHOES
35 42
Gladys Knight & The Pips Tamla Motown TMG 813
RUN TOME
36 50
BeeGees
Polydor 2058 255
37 33 14 OH BABE WHAT WOULD YOU SAY
Hurricane Smith
Columbia DB 8878
MacARTHUR PARK
38 .47
Richard Harris
Probe GFF101
39 36 12 SISTER JANE
New World
RAK130i
40 38^ 15 AMAZING GRACE
Judy Collins
Elektra 2101 020
GIVE ME ONE MORE CHANCE
41 44
Donald Peers/Les Reed Orchestra
Decca F13302
42 34 12 METALGURU
T. Rex
T. RexMarcl
WATCHME
43 Labi Silfre
Pye 7N 25586
AMERICAN TRILOGY
44 46
Mickey Newbury
Elektra K 12047
10538 OVERTURE
45 Electric Light Orchesira
Harvest HAR 5053
I GETTHE SWEETEST FEELING
46 JackieWilson
MCA MU 1160
_.
47 32 8 PLLTAKE YOUTHERE
S tapie Singers
STAX 2025110
SAMSON & DELILAH
48 Middle Of The Road
RCA 2237
THE LOCOMOTION
49
Little Eva
London HL 9581
50 43 17 COULDIT BE FOREVER
David Cassidy
Bell 1224
THE TOP 50 CHARTS ARE COMPBLED FOR
REÇORD MIRROR, MUSIC WEEK AND THE BBC
BY THE BRITISH MARKET RESEARCH BUREAU
FROM RETURNS SUPPLIED BY 300 RECORD
SHOPS.
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1 ? 3^
z .2 &i> —c 1 Albums
1 1 8 TWENTY DYNAMIC HITS Various K-TEL TE 292
2 4 2 SIMON & GARFUNKEL'S GREATEST HITS
CBS 69003
3 2 21 AMERICAN PIE Don McLean
United Artists UAS 29285
4 - - TWENTY FANTASTIC HITS Various
Arcade 2891001
5 3 3 ELVIS AT MADISON SQUARE GARDEN
Elvis Presley
RCA Victor SF 8296
6 10 2 SCHOOL'S OUT Alice Cooper
Warner Bros K56007
Pol ydor 2383 101
7 5 17 SLADE ALIVE Slade
8 7 5 THE RISE AND FALL OF ZIGGY STARDUST
David Bowie
RCA Victor SF 8 28 7
9 6 4 TRILOGY Emerson, Lake & Palmer
Island ILPS 9186
10 8 30 BRIDGE OVER TROUBLED WATER
Simon and Garfunkel
CBS 63699
11 14 8 EXILE ON MAIN STREET RolUng Stones
Rolling Stones COC 69100
Fly HIFLY 8
12 11 11 BOLAN BOOGIE T. Rex
13 9 3 LIVING IN THE PAST
Jethro Tull
Chrysalis CJT1
DJM DJLPH 423
14 18 9 HONKY CHATEAU Elton John
CHER1SH
David
Cassidy
Bell BELLS 210
15 12 11
16 13 7 OBSCURED BY CLOUDS Pink Floyd
Harvest SHSP 4020
Reprise K 5005
17 15 22 HARVEST Neil Young
MAM 501
18. 17 27 GILBERT O'SULLIVAN HIMSELF
19 — — LOVE THEME FROM 'THE GODFATHER'
Andv Williams 20 17 28 FOG ON THE TYNE Undisfame
Charisma CAS 1050
:2i 27 3 TAPESTRY Carole King
A&M/Ode AMLS 2025
feland ILPS 9200
'22 — — ROXY MUSIC
23 28 16 MACHINE HEAD Deep Purple Purple TPSA 7504
RCA
Victor SF 8280
24 16 9 BREAD WINNERS Jack Jones
Island IUPS 9192
25 16 7 FREE AT LAST Free
MCA MBKS 8006
26 18 11 ARGUS Wishbone Ash
27 29 30 TE ASER AND THE FIRECAT
Island ILPS 9154
Cat Stevens
Fly HIFLY 6
28 32 30 ELECTRIC WARRIOR T. Rex
29 — — BRITISH CONCERT
Fontana 6651 003
Nana Mouskouri
CBS 97241
30 49 2 JANIS JOPLIN IN CONCERT
31 23 13 NICELY OUT OF TUNE Lindisfarne
Charisma CAS 102o
32 40 4 JOHNNY CASH AT SAN QUENTIN Uni CBS 63629
^HU|«
33 21 7 STONES NeU Diamond
CBS 64898
34 38 11 THING CALLED LOVE Johnny Cash
CBS 69007
35 36 23 PAUL SIMON
CBS 66315
36 — 1 THE MUSIC PEOPLE Various
37 34 11 RORY GALLAGHER LIVE IN EUROPE
Polydor 2382112
Warner Bros. K 56005
38 43 2 KILLER Alice Cooper
Atlantic K «)037
39 — 1 LED ZE P PELINII
Uni U!N LS llb
40 30 3 GOLDNeil Diamond
41 31 2 IMAGINE John Lennon/Plastic Ono Band
Apple PAS 10004
CBS 63^20
42 37 3 ANDY WILLIAMS GRE ATEST HITS
43 - 1 IN SEARCHOFSPACE Hawkwind
Lnited Artists UAS 29202
44 46 2 SGT. PEPPER'S LONELY HEARTS CLUB BAND
Beatles
Parlophone PCS/PMC 7 027
VOL. 2
45 38 3 FRANK SINATRA'S GRE ATEST HITS
Reprise K 44018
46 - 1 TAPROOT MANUSCRIPT
N eil Diamond
Uni UNLS117
47 - 1 JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR
Soundtracfc
MCA MKPS 20"11/ 2
48 _ — WHAT A BUNCH OF SWEETIES
PinkFairies
Polydor 2383 132
l GODSPELL Ltaidon Cast
Bell BELLS 203
49 AFTER THE GOLDRUSH
50 Neil Young
Reprise K 44088
Syeort 090IO yeort oge
. ' 1 ALLYOUNEED
1 1 TIREMEMBERYOU
RÏTVTF'MRBtR VOIT'
Frank Ifleld
ISLOVE
> 3 I CAN'T STOP
Beatles
1OVING YOU
2 3 ITMUSTBEHIM
Ray Charles
Vikki Carr
3 4 SPEEDY
3 5 SAN FRANCISCO
(FLOWERS IN
GONZALES
YOUR HAIR)
PatBoone
Scott McKenzie
4 3 A PICTURE OF
4 2 ALTERNATE
YOU
TITLE
Joe Brown
Monkees
5
8
DON'T EVER
5 7 SHE DR ATHER
CHANGE
BE WITH ME
The Crickets
Turtles
6
7
COMEOUTSIDE
6 8 SEE EMILY PLAY
Mike Same
Pink Floyd
7 5 HERECOMES
7 4 A WHITERSHADE
THAT
OF PALE
FEELING
Procol Harum
Brenda Lee
8 6 THERE GOES MY
EVERYTHING
8 - LITTLE MISS
Engelbert
LONELY
Humperdlnck
Helen Shaoiro
9 - UP, UP AND
9 9 ENGLISH
AWAY
COUNTRY
Johnnie Mann SingGARDEN
ers
Jimmy Rodgers
10 - DEATHOFA
10 - RIGHT, S AID FRED
CLOWN
Bernard Cribbins
Dave Davies

OH TO be a pop star! In 15 months,
ROGER DALTREY'S country mansion bas appreciated in value from
£39,000 to £120,000, a cool addition of
£1,000 plus a week .... If that's not
enough for your mind to wrestle
with, JACKIE PALLO joins JULIE
EGE, BARBARA WINDSOR and
others in the film version of 'Not
Now Darling', now in production.
Let's hope the tour with the
STONES could do for the new-style
STEVIE WONDER what it did for
IKE & TINA TURNER on the
Altamont tour. His last English tour
could have been more enthusiastically received .... A chance he
could be on the tour album too . . .
.Judging from TV excerpts cert X
cartoon 'Fritz The Cat' should be a
winner.
And that old winner MICKEY
MOUSE turned up at a pop wedding
when YVONNE ELLIMAN of J. C.
Superstar famé married BILL
OAKES in New York. Bride and
groom wore identical Mickey Tshirts and jeans were married beneath a photo of GROUCHO MARX.
Should be a laugh a minute ....
NINA SIMONE'S brother SAM
WAYMON signed to write film music for 'Ganta and Hess'.
DAVID CASSIDY concert at
Hollywood Bowl cancelled for poor
advance sales .... after TOM
FOGERTY, CREEDENCE drummer DOUG CLIFFORD cutting a
solo album .... Two four-album
sets released in France covering the
careers of JOE COCKER and GENE
VINCENT .... 'Budgie' TV theme
a bit reminiscent of one or two of
PINK FLOYD'S album tracks.
Now being re-promoted here,
HOLLIES' 'Long Cool Woman' is
number one in South Africa ....
Upper reaches of the singles chart
here in a pretty dismal state at
présent .... Somebody called
VICTOR WOOD has four of the top
eight singles in the Philippines, so
don't say we never tell you anything
you didn't know .... Hint, hint:
MGM subsidiary Pride has issued
the SMALL FACES' Early Faces' in
the States.
î TERRY DACTYL and Co. used to
be BRETT MARVIN AND THE
THUNDERBOLTS .... She s no
longer with Tamla, but MARY
WELLS around for interviews in
association with the old label, now
that
'My Guy's' a hit again . . .
Island Press Officer DAVID SANDISON switches to EMI . . . and UA
Press man RICHARD OGDEN assaulted by IGGY POPP in an IGGY
audience at Kings X early on Sunday
morning . . . Should STONE THE
CROWS be reported to the
R. S. P.C. A.?
James
-nHamilton's

q

b

Jtecopicra
THE POLITICIANS: Love Machine (Hot Wax
HWX 114). OK, I may be flushed with pride at
being first to say "flip the Gary Glitter", but
even so I do believe that this can still do it too.
Every dance, it's a sensation. But it's not on the
radio. History repeats?
DESIGN: Mayday (Régal Zonophone RZ 3060)
Combining éléments from Twiggy and Hurricane
Smith, a natural Easy Listening delight.
BERT SHOTHOUSE & HIS GLENLOMOND
BAND: To The Gathering (Beltona BL 2773)
Hoots mon, och aye !
DONNY HATHAWAY: The Ghetto (Atlantic K
10193) Modern/R&B.
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WHENA

CIRL BECOMES

AWOMAN
FEMFRESH BECOMES ESSEIMTIAL
Even when you've left yourgym slip behind,
one of the problerrrs you don't outgrow is the need
for intimate freshness.
In tact,the more woman you
are, the more you need Femfresh.
Femfresh takes safe, gentle care
of the most féminine part
of you-the outer vaginal
area-keeping you cool,
fresh and confident ail day
ch
mmThe Femfresh habityou'll never grow out of it.
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NOW GATHER round
while I tell you of the time
that the fabulous
Springfields came into my
office, high over Shaftesbury Avenue. And Tom
and Diisty and Mike revealed that they were
planning to split.
And so I said to the
"Island of Dreams" trio, I
said; "Then I know that
Tom will be a successful
composer, that Mike will
be a very good record
producer . . . and that
Dusty will be the best solo
girl singer in Britain. "
So they ail laughed and
they said how nice this
chap was and how they
hoped that they'd live up
to the big boost he'd given
them. And Tom went on to
write some great material, and Mike made some
hits for other artists and
Dusty became the best girl
singer in Britain.
And they left a void. A
gap. Space for something
to happen on the lines of
the old Springfields . . .
There was a group
called the Seekers. Comprising Bruce Woodley,
Keith Potger, Athol Guy
and the delicious-voiced
Judith Durham. They
broke up. And Keith led
the formation of the New
Seekers, who are doing
nicely, thanks, in the
charts ail round the
world.
Now most of us said that
Keith Potger was in the
throes of committing professional suicide. You
don't, we told him, try to
revive groups long since

•»

Then there is Mick
Flinn, who used to be in
the Mixtures — Australian
group who had -a big hit
with "Pusbike Song". But
he says; "When I heard
they were forming
Springfield Revival, I
didn't hesitate. This
group is doing the kind of
music I have always wantedto do. "

X
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Springflelds
gone. So he proved us
wrong.
It was surprising to hear
that Keith was in volve d in
the formation of
Springfield Revival. A
two-boy, one-girl group devoted to the ideals of melody and lyrics of the old
Springfields. No surprise
that Mike Hurst was involved, because he was
one of the OLD lot. But
Keith?
Where would it ail end?

With the -Honeycombs'
Resuscitation? Perhaps
with the Mudlarks' Resto-'
ration? Or even the Applejacks* Résurrection?
Or the Platters Personified? The Inkspots Reincarnated?
Forget ail that. The
Springfields had a very
spécial approach to pop
music and their sound was
distinctive and they were
topical and up-to-the-minute.

The first solo album

fvom

Londoners". He's only 18
is Ray.

Ex-Creedence

revlved

So it's perfectly ail right
with me that Keith and
Mike are so involved in
Springfield Revival,
which is a commercial folk
group that is musical and
uses somehow the atmosphere of the old
Springfields rather than
their music.
And the group comprises Donna Jones, Manchester-born, who used to
be with a group called the

Chry's-Do-Lyns. And the
Lyn involved was . . . Lyn
Paul of the New Seekers.
Donna, as Donna Jo, made
a record for MCA a while
back. She writes songs.

Mick has a hobby of
making leather belts and
boots for himself and
friends. And when the
group's first single,
"You, 11 Always Be On My
Mind" hits the charts, be
sure that he'll make a few
boots and belts for us to
give toreaders.
The dominant voice of
Donna, the harmonies of
the others and a very
pleasing and amiable approach to the whole business of making group music suggests that
Springfield Revival will
make the grade.
Nobody knows what
Dusty Springfield the
Great thinks of the whole
business. But I have a
feeling that this re-formation of the old sounds could
score.

There is Ray Martin,
I am herewith registerwho used to win talent
compétitions at the âge of ingthetitle: TheMonkees'
three because he learned Re-manufactured. And
how to shout and scream the Beatles' Re-bom.
better than most. He's
done a lot of acting and
Peter Jones
was in Lionel Bart's "The

Cindy

Thenew
Congo-rocking

rhythm guitar player

single f rom
m
Tony Blackburn

m

Tom Fogerty
RCA 2247
m*
r,iom
f ocrerty

m

FAN 9407
RECORDS
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JET
39 5UAUltIS
FROM "APACHE" to
the Gay Gordons, with
stops on the way like
"Kon Tiki" and "Apple jack". That, briefly sums up the musical
career of one Terence
Harris — Jet to everyone who bought and
loved the records of
the Shadows and the
Jet and Tony duo.
Now résident in the
holiday island of Jersey, where he arrived
nearly two years ago,
the one-time leader of
Britain's best-loved
instrumental group
reminisced about the
days when he was constantly in the charts,
either as a member of
the Shadows' or playing six-string bass on
the Jet Harris/Tony
Meehan records.
"They were the
goôd days, but as time
went on it ail got on
my back, you know
what I mean? Yeah, I

suppose I do miss ail
the fan worship, but
even that gets on your
back after a while.
The money? Of course
I miss that, but I think
that l've finally found
my blue heaven here
in Jersey. "
Before becoming a
member of the Drifters (the Shads original name, which was
changed to avoid confusion with the American vocal group), Jet
got a basic grounding
in pop music by becoming bassist to
people like Terry
Dene, Wee Willie Harris and Mickey Most.
He then joined up with
Hank B. Marvin and
Bruce Welch to back
Cliff Richard on a tour
with the Kalln Twins.
This was in October,
1958.
The success of the
resulting partnership
is now part of pop

history, Jet being an
intégral part of such
hits as ' 'Man of Mystery" , ' ' Wonderful
Land", "Guitar Tango" and "FBI", and
joiningthe other Shadows in films with Cliff
like ''Expresse
Bongo" and "Th^
Young Ones".But in April, 1962, he
left the Shadows to
commence a new career both as solo
recording artiste and
then recording and
touring with drummer
Tony Meehan, who
had left the Shads earlier.
The dyed blond hair
that had been copied
by just about every
budding bass player
was now gone, and
Jet, having had a solo
hit with "Man With
The Golden Arm"
("that's my favourite"), proceeded to
again storm the charts

IVO HEAD
FOR
of ten years ago with and the occasional
such instrumental evening at another
chartbusters as "Dia- Jersey venue.
monds" and the aforeIf he hadn't have
mentioned gone to Jersey —
"Applejack".
"Where l'il probably
But then, while on be buried" — Jet
tour with Tony, he was might have forme d a
travelling in a car group in the Chicheswith singer Billie ter area. "That was mpim
Davis when it was in- what I was trying to
«H?
volved in a crash, put- do," he said, "but it's
ting him out of action very hard keeping
for 18 months. This guys together to rewas to be the end of hearse. "
the hit parade trail for
Playing the Gay
Jet, who was never Gordons, etc. , obaccepted back into the viously shows that
pop world.
Mr. Harris's bass
But "Diamonds" is playing hasn't deterioagain being plugged rated since the hit paon the radio, and what rade days, although
with the chart return he doesn't play the sixof things like "Nut string bass which
Rocker", could well pushed "Diamonds"
become a hit ail over into the charts.
again.
Now aged 33 — "I
"I mean, I couldn't feel like 23 someignore it. could I? But times" — Jet Harris
Tm not really interspends his days on the
ested in trying to get Jersey beaches
back in the business,
searching for cockles
you see. l'm very hap— "I like cockling.
py here, even though
It's nice to chat to
the kind of music l'm people you meet ^ith- "
playing in the eveout any of this 'big
nings is somewhat dif- star' thing. "
férent to what I used
His smile suddenly
to play. "
broadened: "You
To clarify that state- know. it's true what
ment, I should point tjiey say. It is nice to
out that Jet is a mem- be nice, and that's
ber of a trio playing to what l'm trying to
the residents in a St.
be. "
Helier hôtel three
nights a week. This is
when he has to play
things like valetas and
waltzes, although he Tony
does get a chance to
play rock music oh
Thursday afternoons Webster

HITS

.w ;
■f~-r
m^c:îï». .vt

ROD STEWART1

out now!

Cassette 7142 071
and 8-trackcartridge 7723 004
availablesoon
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Reviewers; Mike Hennessey, Mitch Howard, Peter Jonés, Val Mabbs, Rob Mackie, Charles Webster
Elvis
Eric

and

thru'

Him

the

EL VIS PRESLEY:
He Touched Me
(R. G. A. Victor SF
8375).
Every so often Big El
eleases an album of
ongs with a religious
ee. Well, here's his latist offering which feaures such recent hits as
'Amazing Grâce" and
'A thing called love".
3ne can hardly fault
Elvis for présentation or
performance and his décision in releasing such
albums cannot be criticised as he seems to be
totally sincere in what
he's doing. The twelve
tracks, known as
"Elvis' sacred sélections", praise the Lord
and make this an album
purely for lovers of syrupy Àmericanised religious promotion, or
Elvis fanatics. C.W.

âges

ERIC CLAPTON. History Of Eric Clapton (Polydor 3659 012).
An album calling itself 'History Of always leaves itself open to criticisms of
one sort or another. The most obvious criticism of this Polydor history of Eric
Clapton is that the historical bias is so heavily in favour of Polydor's own great
money-spinners, Cream.
Of the 16 tracks, no less than five are well-worn favourites, 'Sunshine',
'Badge', 'Spoonful', etc., by the heavy trio. So while ail of Clapton's recorded
bands are represented, the tracks work out very unevenly like this: The
Yardbirds (1), John Mayall'sBluesbreakers(1), Eric & The Powerhouse (1),
Blind Faith (1), Delaney & Bonnie & Friends (1), The Eric Clapton 'solo' album
(2), andDerek and the Dominos (3).
No doubt this is partly due to the difficulties of obtaining material frxn other
companies, but there are some smaller gripes too. For instance, the
Bluesbreakers track is 'Hideaway' — why not 'Ramblin' On My Mind* from the
same album, which was more 'historié' as it was the first time Éric put his vocal
talents to tne fore on wax, and was far more différent from the Cream style than
was 'Hideaway'. And why pick 'Sea Of Joy", far from an outstanding example
of what Blind Faith were about?
Still, this double-album does have its advantages — it is nicely put together,
with good sleeve notes by Jean-Charles Costa, has one good unreleased track. a
Phil Spector-produced version of 'Tell The Truth', which is vastly préférable to
the Dominos-produced one that follows it. And there's this very good guitarist
on ail the tracks. R. M.
BLUE MINK
Live at the Talk Of The
Town. — (Régal
Zonophone SLRZ 1029).
Though their singles career seems a bit unpredictable as of now, fact
is that Blue Mink have
assembled a hit-studded.
cabaret act and they
haven't simply reproduced the oldies on this
album. Vocally it's
down to Madeline Bell
and Roger Cook and
they do a fine "Something" and impacty
"Today I Killed A Man I
Didn't Know".

and stylish. Try "W.I.
Sông" and" "Back At
The Fiat". Christopher
is destined to become a
very big star indeed.

NAT GONELLA
The Georgia Boy From
London. — (Parlophone
PMC 7149 ). One of the
front runners in the
development of British
jazz. A Louis Armstrohg disciple who, in
turn. was to claim many
followers and copyists.
Recordings from the
1930s.
PAGLIARO
PAGLIARO. - (Pye
CHRISTOPHER NSPL 18380). This is a
KEARNEY
top name in Canada,
Christopher already a chart-nibbler
Kearney.—(Capitol ST here as a singles artist.
11043). He'satall, gang- This is a well-organised
ling, shy character who set, both in terms of
.is positively huge in the songs and performance.
Canadian music scene.
The Pagliaro voice has
Into a folk-soft rock authbrity, is sometimes
scene, this album de- stretched very much too
serves the widest atten- far, and y et manages to
tion because he really is span a variety of
a spécial talent. And moods. "Ballad of
guitarist Josh Onderisin Bessie Rosamme" is
is also something else.
nice; so is "Lovin' You
This album even man- Ain'tEasy. "
ages to create his onstage atmospheric ex- MICK POSTER
citement.
Traditional Irish Music.
— (Golden Guinea
CHRISTOPHER NEIL
10487). Mick is a former
Where I Belong. — (RAK All-Ireland piano acSRKA 6753). Another of cordion champion, and
Mickie Most's likely dis- fast-fingers his way
coveries — and this is through some reel auld
his first album. His ex- Oirish material.
périence at several levels of music shows PEE WEE RUSSELL
through, but perhaps Mainstream
Jazz. —
it's his writing which is (Ember CJS 824).
Bemost promising. The nind, or aiongside, the
voice is light, ex- clarinet stylist are Bic
pressive, almost mock- Dickenson, Bud Freeing in a way . . . but the
. songs are very unusual man, Ruby Braff, so the

all-round standards are
high. Pee Wee is dead
now, but his style lives
on. Dixieland or Chicago . . . matters not at
ail which category best
fits this originator.
JACK PAYNE AND
HIS BAND
Say It With Music. —
(Decca Eclipse ECM
2111). Title track is the
signature tune of this
famous old cornerstone
of the big-band era, with
nostalgia culled from
theearly 1930's.

BERNARD MANNING
Sings. — (Decca SKL
5130). The heavyweight
funnyman actually
sings fourteen popular
songs of the "Because
You're Mme" and "Always Chasing Rainbows" calibre . . . and

-r
*

THE CARPENTERS: A Song For You
(A&M-AMLS 63511).
There have been some great double acts since the
turn of the century. Alcock anë Brown, Matthews
and Mortensen, Morecambe and Wise, Mark Volman'ahd . . ! . and .... well, just Mark Volma
even, to mention a few. And now, ladeez and
genlem'n, the greatest thing my ears have discovered since silence—The Carpenters. Walt till the
branch secretary of my local David Bowie/Sha Na
Na/Rod Stewart fan club hears that l've been
raving about a middle of the road act like the Carps
— my Guinness ration'11 be stopped. Must admit
though, "Song for you" is about the most beautiful
album l've heard this yçar. c. W.
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Right now, as over the
past few years, he^s on a
winning streak.iiotably
through "Mony^Mony".
Ail material here is written and arrangea by
Tommy with Bob King
and including "Paf)éf
FldWers" and "Dark Is
The Night", two well ANTONIO CARLOS JO
above-average songs.
BIM
Stone Flower. — (CTI
N1TE-LITERS
Instrumental Records). TheguitaristDirection. — (RCA pianist-singer-writer on
Victor SF 8282). Pro- a set recorded in midduced by Harvey " 1970. Urbie Green conFuqua, one of the big 'tributes some supernames in the Tamla creamy trombone work
build-up ' - this eight- and there are moments
piece band is both ver- of flûte and violin
satile and punchy. The added, too. The lengthy
theme from "Shaft", for ' 'Brazil" is a particularinstance, gets a brand- ly exciting track; the
new sound, and really Jobim does not sparkle
. powers. "Afro-Strut" is quite so much.
another excellent track
. . . veering from Afri- HANKSNOW
can bases to hard-core AWARD WINNERS
rock and on to jazz. An (RCA CSA -3057)
album of many moods.
Ten big country hits are
given that distinctive
RAFAËL MENDEZ
Snow treatment and I was
T r u m p e t pleasantly surprised
E x t r a o rwhen I heard the way he
dinary. (Coral CPS handled difficult and well
82). Sleeve-rated as the tried songs like For the
world's greatest Good Times, Snowbird
trumpeter
here with and I threw away the
his sons Robert and Rose.
_ ,
Ralph on solos and trios His flat-top picking on
with the Victor Young Sunday Morning Comin'
orchestra. Schmaltzy Down is 'one of the higharrangements of things lights of the album,
like "Estrellita".
(A. C. )j
wm
*
★
k
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sings them very well
indeed! But then his
earlier career included
a stint as dance-band
singer. Good and easy
listening; and a seller.
VARIOUS ARTISTS
The Excello Story. —
(Blue Horizon 2683 007).
This independent Excello label spawned a
fair load of talent in the
past few décades. The
story starts in 1951, and
this two-album set of
how things have progressed through to Willie
Baker in 1970 is of
enormous value to collée tors. R and B names
float through some 32
tracks and there's useful recording data provided. Names include
Whispering Smith, Slim
Harop, Lightnin' Slim,
Lazy Lester and the excellent Lonesome Sundown. A whole stack of
blues history is enclos ed.
TOMMY JAMES
My Head, My Bed and
M y Red G u itar. — (Roulette2432
005). Once with the
Shondells who were
highly touted. but overrated, Tommy has had
an up-and-down cafeer
since — tnougn "Hanky
Panky" was a big international hit for him.

I

S
i

ROY ORBISON
Sings. — (London SHU
8435). A wide assortment of production
names on this . . . Roy
himself, Wesley Rose,
Don Gant, Joe Melson,
iMike Curb. Resuit is a
.'fair variety of background ideas to enhânce
the clarity of Roy's
voice. with "If Only For
A while" as a particularly strong track for that
soaring, emotional
style. The atmosphère
is one of impending
tragedy, one way or another. but the effect is
strong. One thing about
Roy: He's really distin ctive.

9
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Mirrorpick/LPs
REVIEW
EXTRA
Neil's

little
CHUCK BERRY
The London Sessions (Chess 6310
122).
Great, of course. One
session was held in London, along with various
musicians including
Kenny Jones, lan
McLagen, Rick Grech
and Derek Griffiths.
Now this was a fascinating set, and value just
on its own — featuring
''Let's boogie''
and the sturdy "London Berry Blues".
But then also cornes ms
set at the Lanchester
Arts Festival, up Midland-way, and with
some close associaties of
the Berry style of opération. The basic standards are high; the
recording technique
clean-cut and clear.
Berry in full flight on his
"Reelin' And Rockin' ",
his "Johnny B. Goode"
is a great sound. Thing
about Chuck is that âge
does not affect him;
nothing withers, or
whatever the phrase is.
He's now just as good as
he was way, way, way
back.
MUDDY WATERS
The London Sessions
(Chess 6310 121). Stars
like Rick Grech. Rory
Gallagher, Steve Winwood — and a chap
named Géorgie Fortune, no less. Plus Rosetta Hightower, and
Mitch Mitchell and lots
of othes . . . these
turned up to pay their
own form of homage to
Muddy Waters when he
wandered into the TBC
studios in London. The
horns were laid on later,
in New York, and
through the whole wailing wall of sound
emerges the basic talents of McKinley Morganfield, who is now an
elderly gentleman who
just forces out the blues.
A patchy set, as it happens; but even in a bad
patch, Muddy Waters is
worth hearing.
THE
SQUADRONAIRES
There's Something In
The Air. —(Decca Eclipse 2112). War-time
big-band sounds, with
Cliff Townshend on alto
and clarinet — yes, the
dad of the Who's extrovert Pete. And
George Chisholm on
trombone. War-time
nostalgia, no doubt, for
colleagues of this ail
RAF team.
KEITH JARRETT
The Mourning Of A
Star. —( Atlantic K
40309). Excellent pianist from the old Charles
Lloyd Quartet and fully
deserving of this first
showcase solo album.
He works with bassist
Charlie Haden and
drummer Paul Motian,
but or serveral tracks
adds his own extra
weight by dubbing ténor
recorder, soprano sax or
steel drums.
V

^NEIL DIAMOND
Moods (UNI-UNES
128).
A long awaited album
from Neil Diamond who
did a lot to enhance his
réputation, not to mention sales of this album,
with his recent visit to
tsrnam. There are currently a lot of good vibes
surrounding Neil right
now, and listening to
this album it's easy to
see why. I have never
liked Neil as a performer but as a writer
he has few equaîs. He
always gives value for
money with his albums
and for the first ime in
two years he has produced an LP of entirely
self penned material.
His recent hit, "Song
Sung Blue" sets the
mood for the album
which is felaxed and
easy to listen to," as
most of the numbers
are just happy little
songs. ''Gitchy
Goomy" is such a
number that's just a
bopping shuff-e. Tne
most dislingi ished
trac'k is "CaptaIn Sunshine. " C. W.
ELMER BERNSTEIN
The Ten Commandments. - (Sunset SLS
50315 ). This cornes up in
the label's Great Film
Music Séries - aworthwhile re-release of the
score from a classic
saga of the cinéma.
Film is re-opening in
London soon, in 70 mm
for the first time.
LEROY HOLMES/
ALCAIOLA
Non-Stop Western
Thèmes. — (Sunset SLS
50312). Neatly compiled
in terms of mood-variation and àtmosphereswitching. Includes
"The Magnificent Seven" and "Good, Bad and
the Ugly. " Plus the now
inévitable "Bonanza".
STEPHANE
GRAPPELLI AND
GARY BURTON
PARIS E n counter. — (Atlantic
K 40378). Interesting
jazz here, notably in the
vying for position, the
hustline for space, between Grappelli's violin
and the Burton everstrong vibes.'"Miles
Davis's "Blue In
Green" is a strong sampler, and the oldie
"Here's That Rainy

Day" also cornes up superbly. Steve Swallow
on electric bass, Bill
Goodwin on drums.

happy

songs

CHARLIE VENTURA
Concert. — (Coral CP
74). A Gene Norman
concert for the Ventura
Septet, with. Charlie
proving his right to be
included in the world's
great tenorists, and with
Conti «Jonaon proaucmg
some crazy technique
samplers. Lovely "How
HighThe Moon", ail the
way from 1948.

SUNSET D A N C E
ORCH
The Dancing
Years. (Sunset SLS
50313). Exercise in nostalgia for mums and
dads who revelled in the
schmaltz of Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers" movies. Put on the COUNT BASIE
top hat. white tie and You Can Dépend On
tails.
Basie. — (Coral CP 76).
A companion set to
COUNT BASIE
"Swinging At The Daisy
Swinging At The Daisy Chain" and a further
Chain. (Coral CP 75). worthy look at the start
From way back in 1937, of a magnificently indiwhen Basieoperated the vidualistic big-band caclub circuit with side- reer. Helen Humes joins
men like Buck Clayton, Rushing on the vocal
Joe Jones and the late, team, producing comgreat James Rushing. mercial jazz sounds.
"Honeysuckle Rose" is
the opener and nothing MEMPMIS SJLliVl
more excitingfollows it. 'Old Times, New Times.
A worthwhile look back. - Barclay 920 332/3). A
double album
set of considérable sigVocal showcase nificance, particularly
historians. Part
THE STYLISTICS (AVCO 6466-008) Roll up, roll up blues
features Memphis
see the death defying Stylistics attempt mind one
with Roosevelt Sykes
chillîng feats with their vocal chords. Thrlll at lead and includes items like
singer Russell Thomkins Junior perform amazing Jimmy Oden's "Going
variations of vocal gymnastics. Yes folks, the Down Slow" and several
Stylistics have a lot to answer for. Having ghosted interesting Sykes' cominto the singles chart with "Betcha by golly wow" positions — notably
they now look set to blow a few soul minds with this "The Churning Man".
tight little album. One of their American hits "Stop Tne second part has
Look and Listen" wins the bouquets and producer slim linked with Buddy
Thom Bell, who also arranged and conducted has Guy, in very good guitar
done a good job from his Philadelfianstudio. The form. and Junior Wells
Stylistics, although sounding like the Suprêmes, are on harmonica. This secin fact fellas, and if they can produce records like tion relies more on the
this with some regularity, they look like making it blues of Peter Chatman
biginBritain. C. W.
— numbers like "You

Called Me At Last" and
"Good Time Charlie".
Some bleak patches, but
mostly a valuable collection.
JOHNNY HAMMOND
Breakout. — Kuda KUL
3). ôrganist Johnny
recorded last year in
America and with some
notable solo _word from
tenonst Gro'ver Washington and altoist Hank
;Crawford. Jazz with
'heart and also basically
»with simplicity. Long,
rambling but coherent
"It'sToo Late".
VARIOUS ARTISTS
Trojans Greatest Hits,
Vol 1. -(Trojan TBL
180). Multi-artist collection, good value for 99p,
and including hit material of Dandy, Byron
Lee. Millie, Desmond
Dekker, Jimmy Cliff,
the Maytals and the Pio"neers. And ail
eminently danceable.
ROCK FLOWERS
Rock Flowers. — (RCA
Wheel SF 8267). American girl trio produced
by Wes Farrelf for Coral
Rock. With a mixture of
.small group and some
biting horns, laid down
by Mike Melvoin, the
:
girls cope well enough
but without really com"ing en with an instantly
distinctive style. Thing
like "Gettin' Together"
are clever rather than
impact-y, though évidence that they can go
slowly breathy as well
as swing a bit.

JOHHNY PEARSON
AND HIS ORCHESTRA: Love theme from
the Godfather. (Penny
Farthing). If anyone is
going to get off the
ground with this theme,
l'd go for Andy Williams
to make it. But for those
who ii ke pure instrumentais this is a fair
handling. Not the mosi
commercial of thèmes
for anyone.
SMOKEY ADAMS:
H i d e a w a y
(Parlophone). Not the
Dave Dee & Co. number
this, but somehow it
sounds very familiar.
Stroagly featured
acoustic guitar, leading
into a passage that
sounds rather like something out of Zorba the
r* oo k
BRYAN EVANS: Turnaround. Sunday (Columbia). Good looking
Welsh lad, who has
worked in Hair
and
in fact is currently back
with them as a member
of the tribe. This is a
directly commercial approach, with an easy to
dance to rhythm. Wailing guitar passages held
back, conga rhythms
and a promising vocal,
but as a whole this
doesn't quite gel. Seems
to be just a question of
finding the right number for Bryan who flits
from big ballads to blatantpop.
MADRIGAL: Time of
the Season (Sovereign).
This is one of the numbers that the Zombies
are particularly renowned for, and here
composition of it is credited to the current Argent team. The number
lends itself well to
recording and it's nice
to hear it again, but

personally l'd rather
have the original.
There's a touch of the
Osibisa styled percussion incorporated —
actually rather like Baldry's Tko Iko'.
SQUEEK: Make Hay
While the Sun Shines
(Bronze). Strong use of
moog, wending through
.in waves, much like 'Son
of my Father', then it's
into a more up tempo,
jog-a-long beat. They're
gonna have a barbecue
on the sands, so bring ail
your friends . . . so off
you jolly well go. Yes,
that's aboutit. . .
RICHARD BARNES:
Could we Start Again
Please (Bronze). One of
the numbers from
'Jésus Christ Superstar'. released to coineide with the opening of
the show in London. In
the show this no doubt
has considérable appeal, but as a single it
seems misplaced. l'd
say a fresh start was a
pretty good idea for
Richard.
SANDIE SHAW: Father
and Son (Pye). Thisis a
fine Cat Stevens song
that suits the gentlevoicedMiss Shaw. It's a
great improvement on
some of her recent offerings, but l'd say just a
bit too slow and in a way
monotonous to make a
chart impact.
VAL DOONICAN: Sunshine and Rainbows
(Philips). The pleasant
smiler on a sweet ballad
that will be lapped up by
his lady fans. Given
général chart considération, though, this is
pretty run of the mill
Doonican, which could
go either way.

Discothèque

Action Line
(1) i Bohby Hebb Love Love Love philips eosi 023
(2) 2 Donnie Elbert Ooo Baby Baby avco 6105 013
(4) 3 The Stylistics Betcha by Golly Wow avco 6105 on
(3) 4 Damon: Shawn Feel the Need in Me janus 6146 oie
(8) 5 Jerry Lee Lewis l'm Walkin' mercury 6052 162
(5) 6 Joe Tex You Said a Bad Word mercury 6052 ise
(?) 7 Ohio Players Got Pleasure janus eue 017
(6) s The Détroit Emeralds Do Me Right janus 6146 015
(ioi 9 Ramsey Lewis The 'In' Crowd chess eus 013
(-110 Délia Reese If It Feels Goot Do It avco eios 010
o
R & B Star act of the week
DONNIE ELBERT
Definitely his best record ever
Ooo Baby Baby

From Phonogram the best R & B sounds around
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VAL
MABBS
ON THE
Mîrrorpîck

NEW
SINGLES

Vlcky
AMERICAN
wlll
RELEASES
do

It

V I C K Y L E ■
ANDROS: Country
Freedom; Mouth
Organ Boy (Philips
6000 066).
The follow up to her
Surovision hit 'Corne
What May', this has a
lyric written by Christopher Neil, and is a
lively production.
Whether Eurovision
was her. main asset as
far as the public is concemed remains to be
seen. But this stands a
good chance for sales,
l'd reckon it will make it
with plays. — CHART
CERT.
PETER NO ONE :
Should I ; Each and Every Minute (RAK 136).
This catches interest on
opening with a chugging
guitar rhythm, some
pumping brass, but on
the débit side l'd say a
too Herman-ish happy,
happy vocal line. But
maybe that's just what
the public are looking
for from the solo Mr.
Noone. — CHART
CHANCE.
LYNSEY DE PAUL:
Sugar Me; Storm in a
Teacup (MAM 81). Otherwise known as Lynsey
Rubin, and the lady who
co-wrote a couple of hits
for the Fortunes, including the flip to this
. . . and she has many
more compositions to
her crédit. This A side
has ni ce piano work, a
gentle rhythm and Lynsey's wistful little voiœ
over the top, helped with
a touch of double tracking and electronic effects. Ail very appealing, actually, and it
should do well. Good
production, co-written
with Barry Green. —
CHART CHANCE.
NTCKELSON: Sittingon
a Fence : Oh How Much
(Decca FI 3328). This is
v/ritten and produced by
Hugh Nicholson, ex
Marmalde, andit'spretty much a cert that he is
the featured artist.
Good keyboard work,
nice vocals, and something of a Beatleish feel
on certain lin es — Abbey Road album that is.
An interesting single
that could créa te a star,
and, l'd say. — CHART
CHANCE.
VIGRASS & OSBORNE : Men of Learning; Forever Autumn
(UNI UNS 544). I guess
this is more a taster of
the album 'Queues,' to
corne from this duo
shortly, but nevertheless it's the kind of
single that I have no
objection to listening to.
A harmony vocal number, veryAmericanised,
and handled excellently. Having just
read the handout with
this I gather it's already
an American chart climber. l'd love to see it do
well here, but T'm not
convinced the British
public will feel the
same. But give it a try.
— CHARTCHANCE.

AL GREEN: Fm
Still In Love With
Y ou; Old Time
Lovin' (London
HLU 10382).
is it possible'.' For his
latest pulsating slowie, Al has refîned his
already spine-tingling
vocal style yet further
until this is his most
goosebumps-raising
by JAMES
effort ever! His voice
alone is what carries
the comfortable funk
HAMILTON
.... and whatta
voice! Maybe too sophisicated for the
niscent smooth and
kids, this should snare
light beater is by a
maturer audiences
black a et but ain't
tho'.
necessarily R&B.
CORNELIUS BROS &
Nice Poo.infact.
SISTER ROSE: Too BILL WTTHERS: Lean
Late To Tum Back
On Me (A & M AMS
Now (UA UP 35378).
7004). Bill's another
Currently number one
black who ain't necesin "Record World"'s
sarily R&B, and this
US Chart, this "Colour
too has been number
VICKY LE ANDROS : was Eurovision her main asset?
Him Father" — remione in America. In
common with so many
other big hits these
days, it's another
dreary slowie.
ROBERTA FLACK &
DONNY HATHAWAY: Where Is^
That
woman
The Love (Atlantic
K 10202). Yet more
"whiteface" blacks
THE HOLLIES:
(there must be some
Long Cool Woman
significance in this
in a black Dress;
disturbing US trend),
Roberta and Donny
Cable Car ( Parloin
black
have actually corne up
phone R5939).
with a really rather
quite
awake
yet
—
probpretty easy listening
ment as his stablemate FREDDIE DAVIES: So
This has been reably
suffering
from
too
lilting ditty of some
Lovelace Watkins. This Lucky (Pye). It's old
"viewed before, and will
much of the old plonk, is a chunky double parrot face making his
jauntiness.
no doubt be familiar to
the night afore. Worth tracked rhythmic little vocal contribution to the
ail Hollies fans already,
listening to the end of single, that will do him record industry. A big RAY CHARLES: What
but as it is being reacthe record just to see if noharm.
Have .They Done To
handling, with
tivated it stands a good
he makes it. . . let you CANDY: I Got Love ballad
My Sông Ma? (Probe
Freddie echoing the title
chance of making the
into
a
secret,
he
does,
Again (M and M). I sentiments. Now, he
PRO 566). No, incharts in a bigger way.
dragging his feet and Love you, I love you, is may be lucky, but the
congruous though this
This time round support
voice
along
behind
him!
teaming may seem to
the whisper — if it's true listeners to this aren't
cornes from both Allan
TRADITION: Let It man, shoutit! — over an gonna be too blessed in
the sceptical, it is not
Clarke — who wrote the
Shine
Down
on
Me
(Cowhat you might think
aeoustic intro. This that way.
number with Cook and
lumbia).
An
ex-,
. . . it'sanunqualified
whole package is pro- CANDLE WICK
Greenaway, and is the
ceptionally lengthy in- duced by Candy. with GREEN:
leaping, joyous, funDoggie
stand-out lead voice —
tro, very pleasantly hand claps and a vocal (BASF). Label crédits
filled GAS! Beauas well as the Hollies. It
handled and arranged style something akin to go to H. Stott for comtifully thought out and
really is a good rocking
with rippling piano early Everlys in parts. posing and to L. Stott
executed with fanumber and deserves to
work to the fore, leads Notbad atall.
bulous artistry, it's
for co-production —
be a - CHART CERT.
into an equally gentle SWEET REACTION: which
not only a complété
presumably
revocal passage. Not the Corne Back my Dream fers to Lally Stott. the
PARIS: l've Lost The
complément to Mekind of record that is (Satril). A tinkly little man responsible for
Way (Avalanche). A
lanie's original, it's
likely to get airplay, intro that would do cred- "Chirpy Chirpy Cheep
solo vocalist on this, who
also Ray's best for
falling more into the it to Noddy, into a Cheep' and 'Tweedle
âges.
starts off pretty well,
pleasantly peaceful cat- slightly more substan- Dum antkTweedle Dee. ' JERRY LEE LEWIS:
but seems to lose control
egory, than "creating tial vocal rendering. As might be expected
and appeal along the
l'm Walkin'; Turn On
any particular positive This has appar.ently this is pretty straight
way, as the title might
Your Love Light
feelings.
been
a
big
continental
indicate. This is pro(Mercury 6052162).
pop, relating to the story
MICHAEL
BLOUNT:
hit
and
with
the
happy
duced by Ed Welch, but
For Britain, we get
of a poor wet doggie
Tackle and Sack vocal line, and chipped found in the rain and
is fairly uninventive,
Fats Domino's "l'm
(York). A man that in voices, it's easy to see given a home . . . sob
employing chugging
Walkin' " as tl^e couYork
records
have
been
why.
But
I
doubt
it's
rhythms and strings.
pling to Bobby
sob.
Lacks
the
impact
of
boosted up somewhat, impact will follow the afore mentioned
Bland's "Lovelight"
YELLOWSTONE &
and he certainly doesn't through here. Too twee hits.
VOICE; Philosopher
(of which, surely the
fit
into
the
same
departsame
iaKe was Out
for
me
!
(Parlophone). This is a
LANCASHIRE
here
in '67?), while
gentle number. with a
COUNTY CRICKET
in America they get
deep plummy voice,
TEAM: Red Rose
Charlie Rich's "Lonebacked by girl vocal(Pye). Much as I might
Reggae Corner
ists. Something of the
ly Weekends", curlike laddies from Lancafeel of a French style
rently a Country hit.
shire, l'm afraid this
vocal — a bit dirgey
"Weekends" is rather
I THINK l'm right in saying that several other just leaves me cold. On
though.
nice: our two are too
Trojan artists have recorded "Ebony Eyes" — this similar lines to the footDESIGN; Design (Régfrantic in a messy
time it's the turn of CHOSEN FEW (Trojan). While ball songs, just aubstial Zonophone). This is
way.
over in the Duke records camp WHISTLING tute bat and bail and
an old time smoochy foxWILLIE cornes up with an instrumental and whis- reference to boundaries SUGAR BEARS: You
trot rhythm, liberally
Are The One (Philips
tled version of "Wheel and Turn Me" (actually the in place of lines about
laced with doo-wahs,
scoring goals. About as
6073812). The "Jimmy
label says Tun Me — the mind boggies ).
wah-wahing sax underBowen does Phil SpecBest of the week, though is PAT SATCHMO with boring as I find the
neath. Ail generally
tor" production men"What's Going On" (Attack), which has a com- game.
light-hearted and sumtioned recently in
mendable vocal handling over the familiar back TEMPLE ROW: King
mery, Tempérance Sev"Pick Of The Hot US
beat, coupled with some rippling piano. PADDY and Queen (Polydor).
en gone moody. Has a
Releases", this heaviCOREA'S 'Soul & Inspiration' (Explosion) is also a This is a good arrangecertain appeal.
ly churning, buzzingly
ment by Johnny Arthey,
gentle reggae with sax strongly featured.
C. O.B; Blue Morning
full sound is rather
WINSTON FRANCIS on EMI's Rhino label featuring acoustic gui(Polydor ). Reggae
good and ought to apprésents a Bruce Ruffin number, "A Little Today a tar, a big orchestral
based rhythm for this,
peal to nostalgicats. It
Little Tomorrow" at a first tempo, while somewhat basis, and a fair vocal
and the lead vocalist
even has a bang bang
less intricate is OBSERVER'S répétitive "Every- handling on top. A big
sounds like he's not
bang beat.
production.
day Music" (BigShot).

AL MARTI NO: Speak
Softly Love (Capitol
CL 15725). ItalianAmerican AI plays the
singer in the eagerlyawaited "Godfather"
movie, so lays most
claim to this, the Love
Theme from the flick.
He does it well, but his
rival is ANDY WILLIAMS (CBS 8166),
who does it with a
bigger production.
NINO ROTA (Paramount PARA 3023),
who wrote it, does it
instrumentally, as do
ROGER WILLIAMS
(MCA MU 1153) and
the stalwart FERRANTE AND TEICHER (UA UP
35351). Nino's is me
only soundtrack
recording, though.
VIKKI CARR: Big Hurt
(CBS 8239). Toni
Fisher's great 1959
original version was
the first hit to feature
phasing, and back
then (indeedj for
many years after) it
was a mind-blower,
Now that everyone
has learnt how actually to do it, phasing is
commonplace and, as
done in this new version, sounds commonplace. Toni's had
the magie, 'cos it was
a happy accident and
noteontrived.
BOBBY WOMACK:
Woman's Gotta Have
It; If You Don't Want
M y Love ( UA UP
35375). Bobby'sUShit
follow -up to his incredible "That's The
Way I Feel About
'Clia" is another very
good ethereal muddled-rhythm swaying
slowie, but to my mind
it is bettered by its
lightly beaty, pretty
flip, which is somewhat in Stevie Wonder's current lovely
groove. Any way,
great Soul either way
yousliceit.
JR. WALKER & THE
ALL STARS: Walk In
The Night; Right On
Brothers And Sisters;
Gotta Hold On To This
Feeling (Tamla Motown TMG 824). Autry's currently in a
lyrîcal mood, and the
excellent US hit topside instrumentalwith-chorus reflects
this. Side Two has one
of his rccent vocal Bside stompers plus his
big 1969 US lût "Feeling", which surprisingly didn't corne
out here then. Good
value.
DONNIE ELBERT:
Ooo Babyj Bay; Tell
Her For Me (Avco
6105013). "Ooo" was
originally planned as
the flip to "Corne See
About Me" (subsequently scrubbed,
but a few copies snuck
out, collectors! ), before it was decided
that the Smokey slowie made a better plugside. Typically, the
beautiful slowie that
now makes its flip is
even better! Wail on,
Donnie, wail on.
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PICK OF THE HOT
U.S. RELEASES
TOWER OF POWER: Jazz "Viva Tirado" twoYou're Still A Young Man part single. Their sub(Warner Bros. ).
séquent album was full of
Although in Britain the Mickey Lespron's Wes
ÎTTÎTW
first single to come ont by Montgomery-ish guitar
Tower of Power is the on such great tracks as
doesn't-quite-make-it "Coming Home Baby"
albums
singles
"Down To The Night- and "Eleanor Rigby" (isclub" pseudo-funker (K sued together as a single
16190), which is full of in America) and their
Uni
1 1 HONKY CHATEAU-Elton John
1 3 ALONE AGA1N (NATURALLY )
irritating stop/go jerky similarly-jazzy Latin
2 14 SCHOOL'S OUT
Gilbert
O'
.Sullivan
MAM
Warner
Bros.
Alice
Coopeç
rhythms, in America the rhythms. Since then, they
2 4 BRANDY (You're a Fine Girl)
3 2 EXILE ON" MAIN STREET
group's current single is had not had another
Epie
Looking Glass
RollingStones
RollingStones
the incredibly beautiful single hit until this, their
Sussex
3 2 TOO LA TE TO TURN BACK NOW
4 4 STILL BILL - Bill Withers
Cornélius Bros. & Sister Rose
GREAÏEST
HITS
slow Soul Vocal Group- re-working of Van Morri12
5
United Artists
Columbia
Simon & Garfunkel
styled "You're Still A son's 1967 US smash,
4 5 ÏFI-OVING YOU IS WRONG, ETC.
6 3 ROBERTA FLACK & DONN Y HATHAWAY Atlantic
Young Man", which isnot which is from El ChiKo Ko
Luther Ingram
11 A SON G FOR YOU
A&M
only a minor hit there but cano's third LP, "CéléCarpenters
5 6 DADDY DON 'T W ALK SO FAST
Chebea
Wayne Newton
8 9 IDOKIN' THROUGH THE W INDOW S
also cornes immediately bration" (due for British
Motown
5 7 WHERE IS THE LOVE
Jackson 5
after the British single on release very soon). HowAtlantic
Roberta Flack & Donny Hathaway
9 7 AMAZING GRACE
the group's "Bump Oty" ever, and unfortunately,
Warner Bros.
Atlantic
7 10 SCHOOL'S OUT Alice Cooper
Aretha
Franklin/James Cieveiand
Philips
,LP. already available in although the line-up ofthe
8 8 HOW DO YOU DO Mouth & McNeal
10 10 THICK AS A BRICK
Sussex
Reprise
» 1 LEAN ON ME Bill Withers
•lethro Tull
Britain (K 46167). Hint, group has altered but
Epie
1 16 BIG BAMBU"
10 18 LONG COOLWOMAN Hollies
hint! No, really, although little during the last two
Atco
Ode
LA
Y
L
A
Dcrck
&
The
Dominos
Cheech
&
Chong
11 11
from the photographs the years, their sound has
Asvlum
13 12 TAKE IT EASY Eagles
12
5
11VE
IN
CONCERT
WITH
THE
Bell
group (who contributed suddenly become much
13 19 DAY BY DAY Godspell Cast
EDMONTON SYMPHONY ORCH
A&M
Uni
14 9 ROCKET MAN' Elton John
Procol Harum
tiieir brass section to the more self-conscious, meRCA
MGM
15 34 COCON UT N ilsson
Il VE — The Osmonds
13
15
last Santana LP) are the chanical, lacking in jazz
A&M
Uni
17
CONQUISTADOR
Procol
Harum
16
MOODS
Neil
Diamond
14 25
wrong colour to be a and bounce ... in short
MGM
17 20 HOLD HER TIGHT Osmonds
15 8 JOPUN IN CONCERT
REAL Soul Vocal Group. wooden. Whatever has
Columbia
JanLs Joplin
18 21 1M STIl.LIN' LOVE WITH YOU
Hi
On this one 5: 36 track happened?
16 6 PORTRAITOF DONNY
Al Green
MGM
A.
Donnv Osmond
HAPPIESTG1RLIN
THE
WHOLE
U.S.
19
22
they manage to create
Luckily, we still have
Atco
Dot
17 18 LAYLA - Derek & The Dominos
Donna Fargo
enough afficionado-satis- their second album to fall
18
ELVTS
IJVE
ATMADISON
SQU
ARE
GARDEN
21
MGM
TOO
YOUN
G
Donny
Osmond
20
13
RCA
fying gut-tugging Soulful- back on — yes, it's their
Elvis Presley
Uni
21 15 SON G SUN G BLUÊ Neil Diamond
19 49 UVE
ness to make it alone SECOND album, "El ChiA&M
OUTA SPACE Billy Prcston
14
22
Columbia
Carlos Santana & Buddy Miles
worth the price of the cano Revolucion" (out in
Epie
h 29 HOLD YOUR HEAD UP Argent
Atco
20 17 HISTORV OF ERICCLAPTON
.whole album. In fact the Britian on MCA MUPS
24 16 I WA.N'TTO BE WHERE VOL ARE
Atlantic
FIRST
TAKE
Roberta
Flack
21
19
Motown
M
ichael
Jackson
MGM
two tracks which follow it 445), which is their real
13 NOW — Sammy Davis Jnr.
Brunswick
25 25 PEOPIJF. MAKE THE WORLD GO ROUND
23 20 A LONELY MAN - Chi-Utes
to complété Side Two, bitch. As was meptioned
Asylum
Stylistics
Avco
34
EAGLES
24
"Skating On Thin Ice" recently in RM's
"DisAtco
25 22 LIVE — Donny Hathaway
26 30 SEALED WITH A KISS Bobbv Vin ton
Epie
and "Of The Earth", are cothèque Picks'r column,
Reprise
26 26 HARVEST - Neil Young
27
31
DON
'T
MESS
AROUN
D
WITH
J
LM
Capricom
pretty listenable too, al- on ''Revolucion"'the
JiniOoee
27 27 EAT A PEACH - Allman Bros.
Dunhili
28 23 MUSICOFMV M1ND
though nothing else on the group come a close sec28 35 MOTORCYCLE M.AMA Sailcat
Elektra
Tamla
Stevie Wonder
LP cornes close to riv- iMid to, if not tie first with,
29 34 GO N E Joey Hcatherton
MGM
Ode
29 29 TAPESTRV — CaroleKing
30 38 GOODBYF. TO LOVE Carpenters
A&M
alling "You're Still A Santana as the best LatinAtlantic
M
ANASSAS
Stephen
Stills
30
34
43
31
HAPPY
RollingStones
RollingStones
Epic
Young Man". At least try Rockers on wax. Mickcy
31* 28 JEFFBECKGROUP
32 23 CANDY MAN Sammv Davis Jr.
MGM
to hear it, even if you Lespron's incredibly bit32 33* IWROTE A SIMPLE SONG
33 26 TROGLODYTE Jimmy Castor BuncTi
RCA
A&M
Billy Preston
can't afford it.
ing guitar is every bit as
34 42 BABY LET .ME TAKE YOU
l'aramoum
33 30 SOUNDTRACK - Godfather
THE Y'OUNGHEARTS: acid as Carlos Santana's
Détroit Emeralds
Westbound
34 36 AMAZING GRACE
35 28 MARY HAD A LITTLE LA MB LITTLE WO.MAN
The Pipes & Drums 4. MUitary
00 La We (Avco Embas- — but then it also has that
Wings
Band of fhe Royal Scots
Apple
sy).
jazz content to make it
RCA
Dragoon Guards
When eventually the double delicious, double
36 41 BREAKING UP IS HARDTO DO
RCA
35 31 IT'S JUST BEGUN — Jimmy Castor Bunch
Partridge Family
Bell
new Cheech & Chong "Big good. Without meaning to
Atlantic
GRAHAM
NASH/DAVID
CROSBY
36
32
37 47 SMAI.I. BEGINMN'GS Flash
Capitol
BeU
Bambu" album cornes out burden Lespron with the
ORIGINAL CAST - Godspell
38 — LOOKJ VTHRU THE WINDOWS
37 38
Shelter
38 _ CARN EY — Léon Russell
in Britain, you will hear responsibility of making
Jackson 5
Motown
Columbia
39 _ CHICAGO
that on it one of them in or breaking the group,
Dunhili
39 39 THE RU \WAY Grass Roots
W arner Bros.
40 35 AMERICA
Scepter
his guise as boss soul dee- who are ail just as good on
40 40 WE'RE FREE Beverly Bremers
_
TR1LOGY
41
41 49 SWEET INSPIRATION WHERE YOU LEAD
Cotillion
jay Right-On Washington their own axes, it does
Emerson, l,ake & Palmer
Columbia
Rabra Streiand
announces to the effect, strike me that is is Les42
COLORS
OF
THE
DAY
THE
BEST
OF
«
Elektra
42 _ BABV DON'T GET HOOKED ON ME
Judv Col lins
"and now we're gonna pron's guitat which helps
Mac Davis
Columbia
43 43 HOT ROCKS. 1964-1971
hear the new smash by enormously to set them
l-on don
RollingStones
43
33
SUPERWOMAN"
Stevie
Wonder
Tamla
'the Younghearts, 'Oo La apart from the other I^atUnited Artists
44 40 ALL DAY MUSIC - War
44 45 HON KV TONK James Brown Soul Train
Polydor
We, Gotta Take A Pee'. in-Rockers. That. and the
LET'S
STAY
TOGETHER
Mercnrv
45 41
45 50 BEAUTIFUL S UN DAY Daniel Boone
Hi
Kama Sutra
46 49 l'M OOMIN' HOME Stories
Al Green
Well, as a few righteous inimitable jazzy bounciWarner Bros.
Kapp
46 44 KILLF.R — Alice Cooper
47 — WHEN YOU SA Y LOVE Sonny \ Cher
Soul Groups probably ness of their rhythms,
RCA
—
48
47
SON
OF
SCHMILSSON
Nilsson
WE'VE
COME
TOO
FAR
TO
END
ITNOW
know already, the Young- which are often underA&M
48 48 SMOKIN" - Humble Pie
Smokcy Robinson i The Miracles
Tamla
Chess
hearts really DID make a pinned by the organ play49 __ LONDON SESSIONS - Chuck Berry
49 — JOIN TOGETHER Who
Decca
SOME TIME I N NEW YORK CITY
30
50 — ROCK ROLL ( Part II)
record called "Oo I.a We" ing of Bobby Espinosa.
Apple
John& Yoko Plastic Ono Band
Gary Glitter
Bell
(without Right-On's addition to the title). It's a
the doctor
tender, strings-backed
Sweet Soul slowie which
features much tightly-]
harmonised "pah-pah-|
pàh-pah-pah, wah-wah- NEWS NEWS NEWS NEWS NEWS NEWS NEWS NEWS
wah-wah-wah, lah-lah1 a h -1 a h -1 a h I love THE NEW Su(Jean's first sols); "Macyou" c«Mitent some nice premes, or the third
' Arthur Park" (a real déliunusually-heard acoustic
cate interprétation);
guitar, brass modification of the
Suprêmes, Webb
"Bridge Over Troubled
emphasis, particu- original trio, has
Water" (Jean's showease
*1 ar 1 y solid mélodie recorded its first alfor her gospelish style);
drumming, and a brief bum with Jimmy
"You're Nobody Till
spine-tingling passage of
weave album
Somebody Loves You"
Webb.
It
is
schedwailing solo singing by
(Lynda's partial comedy
two of the falsetto mem- uled for release innumber); "Tossin And
bers of the group. And it's America during the
Turnin" and then "The
scheduled as just one side latter part of July.
Rhythm Of Life" with the
^Grove
and
then
was
start
raising
babies
of an up-and-coming twoTempts.
"changed
to
the
Now
.
.
.
her
second
is
on
the
artist double-A single Half of the LP consista
What is really signififrom Avco in Britain! of Jimmy's own tunes and Grove, and after losing way).
cant about the Suprêmes
around
two
million
dolLynda
had
been
doing
the other half includes
RIGHT on !
now is that they are more
EL CHICANO: Brown pop ditties like "Tossin" lars last year, it's back to backgroung singing with
three individual voices
just
the
Grove
and
everythe
Stevie
Wonder
show
Kyed Girl (Kapp). El And Turnin' ". The alrather than Diana leadone
is
hoping
the
club
will
and
since
Stevie
works
for
k Chicano is this group of bum was recorded here at
ing and the others merely
stay
afloat
because
it
is
Motown,
it
made
sense
to
Mexican-Americans who A & M's studios and congoing oooh aaahhhh.
this
city's
top
nightclut
give
Lynda
a
promotion
to
had a big XJS hit two tinues the pattern estabLynda doesn't get the
for
super
star
s.
the
front
ranks
of
the
summers ago with their lished by the girls of doing
space to roam around herAnd
the
Suprêmes
are
a
stage.
their
reeordings
in
Califsuoue ana superb Latinself yet, but she does a
She fits in nicely with
ronia despite the super act, and have been
good job of strongly adSupremely beautiful !
notoriety Motown main- since they were formed 12 Jean and Mary. The
ding her voice to the beauyears
ago.
Of
the
original
three
girls
are
very
striktain ed of its being a Dettiful harmonie blend.
MARIONICS
members, only Mary ing in person. They have
roit-based company.
Jean has the power — a
Tempts to perform
And this is how it went:
A few weeks ago, Mo- Love remains. Florence ereat. shapes and know suited
"Taking Gare Of Busi- "Love The One You're bit more than Diana —
how
to
shake
their
hips
Ballard
left
three
years
town
stated
it
was
moving
RECORDS (GB)
"
With;" "Can't Take My and it zooms through.
more of its staff here, so ago and was replaced by and sway their arms and ness.
Then the girls did their Eyes Off Of You" (which Mary is a distinctive voannounce the release of that the pace of recording Cindy Birdsong, who her- ;smile so sexy and breathe
own thing: "Stop In The featured Mary Love in calist who knows how to
their first single: ON OUR its performers here is self retired in mid-April of deeply.
WAY TO MARS. You ve never suretopick up.
Name Of Love." "Ain't her first solo) blending work equally with two
this
year
and
was
reWhen they played the No
heard anylhing like it.
Sunshine, "Our with the Brazilian "Cor- other girls. Collectively,
placed
by
Lynda
LauIn ahy everit, the suGrove, they appeared Guy,"
then they took covado;" an oldies but the girls remain enchantrence.
Available now from;
prêmes announceed their
with the five Temptations a break.and
When
they came goldies medley ("Reflec- ing and great to watch.
Jean
Terrell
has
been
new association with Jimand the act opened with back in sparkling
MARIONICS RECORDS
white tions," "Baby Love,"
with
the
act
since
Diana
my
Webb
at
their
recent
the
girls
in
red
and
or34 Ashville Road
"Babv. Baby," "My
club engagement at the Ross left to become a solo ange patterned dresses sequined form fitting World
Lor.don, E.11
I s Empty Without
they jumped right
Grove, which for years, star in February of 1970 coming out first and then gowns,
Eliot Tiegel
You"):
"Stone Love"
into
their
main
act.
(and
get
married
and
Phone 01-555 8522
was called the Coconut
being joined by the white
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STAR
Short
READER

measure

from
FOR SOME time
the BBC's treatment of certain
records has annoyed me, and I
felt it was time
something was said
about this.
Although Argent's
'Hold Your Head Up',
which ran to six minutes, was considered to
be too long to play, and
the same thing applied
to Heads Hands and
Feet's 'Warming up the
Band', which was four
minutes long, the Beatles' 'Hey Jude' (seven
mins) and Robert
Flack's 'The First Time
Ever I saw Your Face'
(five mins. ) slipped
through.
Both Argent and
Heads Hands and Feet
were forced to release
shortened versions of
their records, but the
Beatles and Roberta
Flack didn't follow suit,
because no one can ignore playing any Beatles record, no matter
. what the time duration.
Also Roberta Flack's
soul style is what Tony
Blackburn likes, though
he sèems unable to relate to the more progressive sounds.
When I was unable to
get the single by Argent
l'bought the LP and it's
really faptastic. Alao on
the point of banning,
'Lady Rose/Have a
Whiff on Me' was banned, but not the Stones'
'Exile on Main Street',
which contains four letterwords. This seems to
be such a double standard. - T. SMALL, 26
Wrtburn Road, LewU
"sham, S. E. 13.
Dory
SINCE THE relative departure of Bob Dylan
from popular music, the
fragmentation of theBeatles, the drifting
away of Peter, Paul and
Mary, I have been
.searching for a singer

the

Beeb?
who sings and writes of
his or her experience of
life in a starkly realistic
way.
Dory Previn is such a
performer, though I
doubt that she'll have —
though I don't suppose
for one moment she has
the desire for — popular
acclaim. But anyone
tired of the regimentation and lack of imagination on contemporary
music today, should
give a listen to her two
albums, partlcularly
'Reflections in a Mud
Puddle,' one of the best
adaptations of the folk
idiom to corne into pop
for a long time.
Dory Previn really
opens herself up to the
listener and it will be a
sad loss to our musical
éducation if we should
look away and not recognise her genius. —
COLIN BRINTON, 1A
Steele House,
Dovercourt, Essex.
Fave
I AM mainly a fan of
groups like Fanny and
Deep Purple, but in my
opinion there has never
been — nor will be — a
record to beat the beauty of Fleetwood Mac's
Albatross'. It would be
interesting to hear about
other people's favourite
records.
Changing the subject
a bit, it was good to see
Crispian St. John's letter. - STEPHEN GILLÈtT, 124 Mount Pleasant, New Barnet, Herts.
GRIPE
■HERE WE go again,
Gary Glitter and the
Move on the Wembley R,
'n' Rbill. Well, when the
bottles start flying don't
blâme the Teds, blâme
the promoters! There's
only one rule when or-

ganising rock 'n' roll
concerts; Don't mix the
oream with the crap 1 —
STEPHEN HOWARTH,
21 Spencer Street, Accrington, Lancs.
VAL: For RNI fans,
they will undoubtedly be
pleased to know that DJ
Dave Rogers, though no
longer working for the
station is "alive and
well way down here in
North Devon. " His
agent says thcugh work
is scarce they are living
in hope! They hope to be
back on the road soon,
entertaining the fans
once more.

Jfc

Bowie
before
ALAS! Gone are the
days of 'Space Oddity'.
Nowadays David Bowie
appears in ail the music
mags as the new teehybopper idol. His latest
album 'The Rise and
Fall' is an obvious compromise towards commerciality and 'Starmen' only underlines
this sad ttend.
If only Bowie could
drop his image and return to the real music
that his followers loved
years ago. — STEVE
KIRKHAM, 36 Orchard
Meadow Walk, Castle
Vale, Birmingham 35.
Labi
LABI SIFFRE looks set
for a hat trick of top
thîrty tnts-wlth his newie
'Watch Me', and watch
him climb the charts.
This talented singer/songwriter really deserves success as his
varied type of singing
appeals to nearly everyone. Providing Radio
One gives the spins to
this new single, itmust
be Labi's third hit in a

ARGENT'S RUSS Ballard. The Beeb trimmed their single hit
x
(see
lead).
■»
row. - BOB BRIGHTMAN, 8 Marston Gardons, Hartlepool, Co.
Durham. TS24 8PX.
VAL; On the subject of rock originals or more recent
versions. . . .
ROCK
AND
ROLL
I HAVE been collecting
records since 1956 and
have over 500 million
best sellers in my great
collection. And in my
opinion the original
recordings are always
the best. I bought 'Puppy Love' by Paul Anka
in 1960 — it got to number two in America
though nowhere in Eng-
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land — and it is ten
times better than Donny
Osmonds version. The
same applies to 'Rockin*
Robin' which I have on
record by Bobby Day.
Ben E. King's 'Spanish
Harlem' was ten times
better than Aretha
Franklin's rubbish version and now we
have'Breaking up is
Hard to Do' by the Partridge Family, Neil Sedaka's recording, which
I bought in '62 is streets
better.
Readers might also
like to know some of the
oldies being re-issued
here are not identical to
the originals. Lastweek
I bought another copy of
'McArthur Park' and
found the backing is différent in places, and the
re-released 'Leader of
the Pack' has a line missed out. — GODFREY
PHILLIPS, 'the House
of Oldies', 79 Northampton Road. Broughton, Nr. Kettering,
Northants.

Peter iones
Chartes Webster
Mlke Ciare
Valerte Mabfas
Rob Mackte
Max NgedhfH
/Tony Cummlngs
James Hamilton
Tony Byworth
MUch Howard
«lohn McKenzie
KeHh Eltis
me Marie Barker
Julîa Poulain
french I

THIS WEEK'S star
reader, Trevor Small,
who is now twenty years
old, has been working as
a bank messenger for 18
months. But since 1969
he has been running a
record lending service,
and is currently the
owner of seven hundred
albums and four hundred singles. He has
lent out his records as
far afield as France, as
well as covering ail of
England. He owns a full
stereo system with a 30
watts per channel amp,
and speakers which he
made himself, and Trevor is also planning to
expand his equipment
with a tape deck, which
will enable him to use
the collection of cartridges and cassettes
which he also owns. His
collection he says
covers everything from
Sinatra, through the
Beatles and Tamla Motown to Led Zeppelin —
ail of which come within
Trevor's tasts.
He is also a keen fan of
pop festivals and visited
Lincoln this year. "The
atmosphère is so strong
at festivals," he says.
"1 found that at Lincoln
although the weather
was seen bad," Artistes
he has seen recently include, Deep Purple, Led
Zeppelin, Ritchie
Havens, James Brown
and Ten Years After.
"l'd like to see the
Stones live though,"
says Trevor. "1 think
they are great, and l've
never seen them live. "
YOU could be a Record
Mirror star reader
just include a phone
number (where you can
be contacted during the
day) with your next letter.

B.D. film
ABOUT THIS time last
year préparations were
being made for a spécial
event which took place
on August ist - namely
the Bangla Dash concert. Afterwards there
was to be release of a
film and album.
However, it was four
months before the album was released — not Mendip, Bath, BAS 4
long considering the un- NZ.
foreseçn complications
which had to be overcome. But now, eleven
months after the R.ÎV. Rock
event, the film still has
HO^ ABOUT some pubnot been released here.
It's ail very good to licity for the Radio
read reports on how North Sea rock 'n' roll
good the film is or isn't show, every week, Tuesbut when are we going to day night midnight to
be given the chance to two am. on the Brian
judge for ourselves? McKenzie show. Fifties
The album is brilliant, rockers and seventies
so I hope the film will be rollers — the only radio
released in the near fu- station with a regular R
ture. — BARBARA &R show. Rock on. JON
JONES, Bell Farm. EVELEIGH. 9 Witla
Greendown, Chewton Court Road, Cardiff.
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changed
H AD Mike D'Abo
heeded the advice
proferred by Andrew Oldham and
bis Immédiate
partner Tony
Caulder ail of five
years ago he
would probably
not bave found it
necessary in 1972
to describe bis album "Down At
RachePs Place"
as "the culmination of a new leaf
inmy life. "
Without any évidence of self-rebuke
but perhaps a tinge of
regret at what might
bave been, Mike told
me: "About five years
ago I had an involvement with Andrew Oldham and
Tony Caulder and Td
go up to Immédiate
and they would encourage me and I was
writing "Handbags
and Gladrags' and
'Little Miss Understood' and now l'm trying to pick up those
threads.
"Things got very
stagnant, there was a
period before 'Mighty
Quinn' when we (Manfred Mann) didn't
bave a single out for
nine months. Immédiate was my spiritual
home, they wanted me
to leave the group, and
if T had stuck with
them (Immédiate) I
would have been there,
wherever I was going
to go, much quicker.
"Maybe I didn't believein myself enough,
I just threw that thing
away. I didn't know
whether I wanted to be
a pop singer, a commercial songwriter or
an actor, I lacked a
starting point, I never
had anything to build
from. What l'm going
through now is putting
in some groundwork
through my music that
will eventually corne
through and give me
some respect and identity. "
Extrovert
Confessions indeed,
but not so serious that
something else hasn't
corne along to give
Mike a completely new
look at life. The
"something" was his
recent visit to A&M's
headquarters in Los
Angeles during his
first-ever American
trip. He told me about
his expériences when I
visited his home near
Hyde Park this week.
He led me downstairs to his basement
music room where he
was listening to an extrovert Charles Lloyd
album which he admitted to havingbought in
Woolworth's a year
ago. Dressed casually
in blue denim shirt and
jeans he went to make
us some coffee leaving
me in the large room
which is pre-

dominantly white and
which contained,
among other things, a
grand piano, pictures
of Harry Nilsson, John
Lennon and himself on
the walls, a wine rack,
a card from the Old
Harrovian Golfing
Society and a shelf full
of books. Charles
Lloyd battled on
against the sound of
Jimmy Young on the
au pair's transistor radio upstairs.
Rejoining me, he led
the way through to an
adjoining lounge
where he keeps two
filing cabinets full of
various documents relatin g to ail manner of
things from his music
to his children's éducation. He began taiking
about his American
visit which had been
fora double purpose —
to talk with the CMA
Agency who will be
handling him there,
and to meet the heads
of A&M.
Hlp woDbles
"We went to see
Elvis in New York on
the second night and I
must admit he was a
bit of a joke," he began. "He wore a suit
with sequins and just
wandered about the
stage holding the
mike, but hardly ever
looking at the audience.
"He had the Sweet
Inspirations and his
six-piece maie vocal
group over here (he
waved his left arm to
indicale the position)
and he just strolled
over to them, singing
while looking down,
but not in the cool way
that some groups do
where they play to
each other but at least
communicate, he
didn't communicate
with the audience.
"He did a couple of
hip wobbles which
didn't go down too
well. When he does it
in Las Vegas to an
audience that's full of
diamonds and sequins
they scream because
they don't know what
is sexy.
"He did his old numbers like 'Ail Shook
Up' and 'Heartbreak
Hôtel' much too fast as
though he just wanted
to get them over with
and do his newer
songs. The only number that he did really
well was 'Bridge Over
Troubied Water' which_
I don't think he'S
recorded and is a new
oneforhlm. "
My th-shattering
Mike also saw Jésus
Christ-Superstar and
was surprised to find
that Judas was played
by a différent actor in
the second half. Very
impressed by the production techniques, he
still isn't completely
sold on the musical as
a whole. Before flying
to Los Angeles he also
managed to catch the
biack singer Melba
Moore who he had seen

that

my

wear too many hats,
which is part of the
responsibility of having a house and a family. Now l'm going to
find it easier to say
'l'm not going to think
about music for a
couple of days, l'il
spend time getting into
other things,' then
when I go into the studio l'il get completely
into the music. A tape
I did there of six songs
for the next album is
my reference point
now to how things are
out there and how I
want things to be
here. "
If he sounds a bit like
someone who has just
found a new religion to
practice, this is rather
the way it came over
during our interview,
except that the fervent
attempt at persuasion
is missing — rather I
tended to understand
what he felt as a resuit
of the totally convincing manner in
which he spoke of it.

**4

*45

*

Mike D'Abe tcslks about
his search for identity

Richard Green reports

some months ago on
Humperdinck's TV
sériés here.
The A&M offices and
studios, he found, form
the outside of a square
that is the old Charlie
Chaplin movie lot. The
people working for the
company ail congregate daily in the
middle of the lot and a
lot of work seems to get
done there, he feels.
"The day I left J put
down a traclr of just
voice and piano and it
sounded so much better than anything I
have done before," he
pointed out. "There's
something about the
atmosphère there, it's
supposed to break
down ail the barrière.
When you record in
London and you have
to find some where to
park and people stop to
go to the pub and just
when you're getting
into the session the
recording time runs
out you're somehow
part of the général

pressures of London,
but out there you just
wander in and it's ail
going on outside so you
don't actually hear
people discussing the
détails of the music.
"They take it for
granted that if your
head's in the right
place everything's going to be alright. At
the end of the day,
twice as much has
been done because
there aren't the interruptions, and every
day is a beautiful day
so they think nothing
of getting up at seven
and they're probably
in the office by nine
and everyone is there
until the end of the day
because they feel
there's nothing better
worth doing. "
During his few brief
days there, Mike met
Herb Alpert, Carole
King, Lou Adler and
Cheech and Chohg.
"It really changed
my life — I got so much
strength from the trip,

life'

it's almost a thing you
keep for yoursellr-yetî
get an almost inner
peace that enables you
to set a standard in the
way people should
oe," he explained.
"l'm sure it will corne
out when I realise a
situation is wrong and
then you either change
itor you get out ofit.
"It's possibly the
best English-speaking
location in the world
and it has probably
corne about by the best
use of drugs, not the
heavy drugs, but by a
certain amount of
smoking, and the artists have got through
to the people that are
working on their behalf — I don't think
that here people are
completely sold on
what they're promoting.
"Out there you're
taken for what créative talent you have
and you're encouraged
to leave the rest to
them. I have spent too
much time trying to

Bounce back
I asked him about
the initial reaction to
his album in America
and he replied: "They
react very positively to
some of the songs ànd
the lyrics, nobody will
quite commit themselves over here. Everybody has been
recording 'Handbags
And Gladrags' over
there and everyone
seems to know that,
there were a few Manfred Mann songs sold
out there, but every
known thing is a slim
thread to the past so
you're starting as a
beginner.
"Maybe people have
the wrong associations
here, you shouldn't try
to change too much,
but I have the feeling
that when I start working there, that, plus
the reaction to the album, is going to
bounce back over
here. I don'
people are going to
take the initiative
here. The purpose of
the album is to get
youself on the right
road and get over the
serious intent. If I can
get through as the
writer of songs . . . "
(his voice trailed off
and he began again)
"because I feel there
are songs on the album
that haven't made
themselves felt yet but
I can hear other people
interpreting them,
which is how Carole
King got started, then
you've got a real .in terest in your new product and people arewaiting for it. "
We taked about the
album and I wondered
if Mike had a number
he preferred to the others.
"My favourite song
in terms of performance and commerciality is 'Poor
Man's Son'," he said.
"I like the song very
much and it was the

only one on which I
used the original vocial. You tend to get
very self-conscious
about your vocal, not
having worked for so
long."
We discussed "Little
Miss Understood"
which is my personal
favourite and Mike
commented : " It is four
years bld. I produced
it with Rod Stewart for
Immédiate four years
ago. I suddenly
thought of it and it
sounded to be very
current and in the
mood, a today song.
and it might be a
single. I have re-sung
and re-mixed 'Belinda' and l'm leaving
it to A&M over here.
'Salvation Song' lost
something in the mix
but it has had the most
plays, though it's not
an exact représentation of the whole album. "
The album covers a
fairly wide range of
musical and lyrical
styles so it is not that
easy to catégorisé.
What did he have in
mind when he made it?
"The album was a
culmination of a new
leaf in my life because
I had got into so many
things that I had lost
touch with the music
business a little bit,"
he began. "I thought
that ail the things I did
would add up to one
direction, but they
didnt, and 18 months
ago I decided to drop
everything and get
right into music on my
own terms instead of
other people's.
Hanglng out
"When you do do an
album, the onus is on
you and if the record
company believe in
you they will try to
bring that 'thing' out
in you. I dropped my
associations with other
writers. I took far
loriger to get into my
music marTI wanîeu it
to take. Ali the albums
l've been listening to,
whether it was the music of Osibisa, the
acoustics of James
Taylor or the rhythms
of Elton John, I was
encouraged that I was
up there mentally with
them. The album represents the firet step
along the new road
'cause it's really the
first time as a solo
artist l've been really
serious about my music.
"Now I can't think of
anything l'd rather do
than be up on stage
with musicians playi-ng my -music and
you've get to get into
that frame of mind if
you want to stay in the
business. I spent two
to three years just sort
of hanging out
not
hanging out doing
nothing — but hanging
out being very busy
getting into things,
and it suddenly came
to me that you've got to
be totally committed. "
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"REGGAE'S the
freshest music in the
world today," said
Jimmy Cliff as we
talked in Island
Records' back yard
at Notting Hill.
"This is why I think
it will be the music of
the Seventies. "
Jimmy paused for
a moment and then
laughed. "It's only
'72 now! "
Reggae, and before that ska, bluebeat and rocksteady, bas had a
strong minority following in this counttry for a long time,
&)t only in the black
tiy NIITCH
HOWARD
community but
among white fans in
the discothèques.
But it's never really
broken through to become a major fashion.
Jimmy hopes
that ' s about to
change and his single
"The Harder They
Corne" could be the
record to do it. Not
only is it a good tune
with words that are
clear even to a white
listener who normally can't pick up the
words on Jamaican
records, but it's got
Jimmy's film of the
same name to promote it as well.
Also reggae has
broken through into
the charts, mamly in
popped-up imitations
from white singer s.
"Ail other forms of
music have been
played and replayed
and replayed,"said
Jimmy. "Reggae's
stlll fresh. Paul Simon has done a thing
which was a big seller. and Paul
McCartney has tried
to do a reggae thing
on his album. Reggae is like anything
else. If you are born
into it, you can do it,
if not you have to
learn how to understand it. But it can
be done. It's just the
same as with the
blues. "
If "Harder They
Corne" takes off for
Jimmy he may be
doing a tour in the
autumn. "l've been
planning for a long
time to go on the road
here again," said
Jimmy. "1 haven't
been on the road in
England for years
and it's the most important thing for me
now. "
Jimmy used to
work in England a lot

CAN

done!
Jimmy Clin talKs
about reogae...

but then he wasn't hit in Jamaica lasts
piaying much reg- maybe two months,"
gae. He was doing a said Jimmy. "And it
fast soul show in the will sell 25 to 30 thousame sort of style as sand copies, which
Geno Washington but for a s mail island of
he has in fact been two million people
piaying reggae ever thatis a lot of
since he started sing- records. "
In 1968 Jimmy
inginl961.
"I started singing went back to Jamaica after piaying
when I started
soul clubs here. He
recording, I was 14
also
went to Brazil
then," said Jimmy.
"1 started like Ivan and ail over South
America because he
in the film. " That is,
Jimmy hung around had a hit there. It
outside recording was out in Jamaica
studios and general- that Jimmy recorded
"Wonderful World."
ly hustled his way in
on the scene aJong He came back here
with thousands of with the tapes and it
a hit in 1969.
other hopefuls. "I was
ail goes as Jimwas going to col- myIf hopes
might
lège," continued see a lot of we
reggae
in
Jimmy , ' ' and I the charts soon. I for
wasn't leaming be- one would like to
cause in my head I
wanted to sing or do hear it catch on.
Marc Bolan
something in enter- Imagine
JIMMY CLIFF — "If you are born into it, you can do it, if not you have to learn how to do
singing reggae, if
tainment. I should you
it and try to understand it. "
can.
have been at collège
for five years doing a
Wayne's been in Muscle*'
radio and télévision / Robin
Shoals for three years now, and
course but I stayed
the other two corne from Birabout a year on and
Mackie
mingham in the same state,
off. Then I started
Alabama. "Near?", says I.
trying to write songs
"Yes. just about 110 miles" was
reports
and enter talent pathe reply. America! InTHE
WORDS
'Muscle
Shoals'
rades in Jamaica.
cidentally, I wonder if Muscle
have
had
a
magie
connotation
Shoals would have quite the
"When you've got ail their own since mnsic consame romantic aura if the studia song, like the song noisseurs began to notice where
os had been called instead after
in the film, you go to some of the best sounds were
neighbouringSheffield.
this producer and
coming from in the mid sixties.
I asked Tim if it was a nice
K
The studios started by Rick
that producer, and I
place to be in non-musical
Hall
was
very
soon
to
give
birth
got my first hit in
terms. "It'sgotanairportlikea
to a great flowerlng of soul
Jamaica in 1962
matchbox. A jet cornes in once a
music.
Names
like
Otis
Redday packed with musicians.
which went to numding,
Wilson
Pickett,
Sam
and
The population is about 100,000
ber one. It was
Dave, Joe Tex, Percy Sledge
T guess. There are three main
called "Hurricane
used Muscle Shoals and the
cities in the area — I say cities
Hattie. " This was
excellent musidans they found TIM SMITH (left) and WAYNE PERKINS: "There's
■but ît's a réal côuntry place.
with a label called
there as a springboard to cata- an aura to the English studios in America in much the
Muscle Shoals is about 10 years
pult themselves and the whole of
Beverley's and the
behind. Florence is about 10
same way. "
soul
music
from
a
specialists'
guy I did it for was
years behind that, and Birminginterest
into
a
potent,
vital
cenLeslie Kong who's
ham's 10 years behind Flortral
force
in
music.
ence. Right now in Birmingnow a big producer
The
mods
didn't
like
it
a
bit
—
ham, it's about 1940. Our first
on the reggae scene.
The secret of
the music was as much a part of
date in Europe was in the Cav"I was the first
their exclusive in-crowd disern in Liverpool", he laughed,
guy to take him into
cothèque clique as the clothes,
"and the local paper had a field
the studio. He knew
and now the influx of pirate
day. I think the headline was —
radio was making it available to Magic Muscle? 'Local boys go to make it in
nothing about the
everyone.
business. l'd made a
Beatles'home town' ".
Muscle Shoals has kept on
few records beThe boys' potted version of the
getting
more
and
more
fa
mous.
fore and nothing big
'No dope!' say Smith, Muscle Shoals success story
The
Stones
went
there
in
1970,
goes like this: "The first record
really happenéd but
which is a fair bit of duesmade there was Arthur Alexanhe had a record shop
paying. Not ail the musicians
der's 'You Better Move On'.
so I went there and
Perkins and Smith
stay there, of course. Quite a
The musicians on that included
talked him into going
few had their training iaying Tim, who are very personabie tice, and while S. P. S. (as the Norbert Putnam and David
to the studio. He had
down the solid sounds behind people in différent ways: subjects shall hereinafter be Briggs. and it was eut in the top
the hits before stepping out to Wayne's rather serious on the known) are aware in a realistic of a drugstore. Rick Hall's one
the bread and I had
become front men — like Duane surface while Tim's sense of the rather than boastful sense, of of the really great producers,
the songs. We went
Allman, King Curtis, Joe South. absurd makes him quietly hi- how goçd and well-respected but the Studios went through a
in, made this record
And like Smith Perkins Smith. Jarious.
Muscle Shoals is, it's really lean patch and he was about to
and it was a hit. "
They may sound like a staid It's difficûlt to approacn inter- refreshing to hear a couple of go under until Quinn Ivy and
Jimmy was often
firm of doddering English law-, views with no preconceived guys from there saying: Marlin Greene came up with
in the hit parade in
yers, but then so would Crosby, ideas at ail, and for some reason "There's an aura to the English Percy Sledge's smash, 'When A
Jamaica from then to
Stills snd Nash if you didn't with no firm foundation, I imag- studios in America in much the Man Loves A Woman' and that
know better. Smith Perkins ined three guys saying some- same way. Like some of your sold over a million, and really
1965 when he left to
Smith is actually a very good thing along the lines of 'Oh, guys are saying 'Wow, I wish got things going again.
corne to England.
band with a first album just out yeah, well we're used to the we could make an album in
Among his records
"Then along came people like
on Island. The three front men studios back home. They'rethe Nashville or Muscle Shoals', Pickett
and Aretha, who both
were ''King of
are
Muscle
Shoals
musicians
best
in
the
world.
You
just
can't
and we're sitting over there had quite a few gold albums,
Kings" which got
Steve and his brother Tim compete with these English stu- saying 'Hey, it would be good if and they've had 33 million-sellinto the charts here,
Smith, and Wayne Perkins.
dios. Too bad man. ' Or some- we could eut something at Is- ing singles in three years. "
though not by Jimmy
Steve was doing something thing like that.
land or Olympic', or' 'How do Smith Perkins Smith might well
although. it was his . else the day I went round to Fortunately pre-conceive3 .Trident get that drum sound be
adding to that total in the not
song. "A really big \have a chat with Wayne and ideas rarely work out in prac- that NigelOlsson has? !"
too-distant future.
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A

NEW

MIRACLE

WILLIAM
GRIFFIN from Baltimore has been
brought into the Miracles as a replace- FOR
TAMLA
ment for Smokey
Robirison, who
recently perf ormed
bis last gig with the
act at Washington
D. C. 's Carter Barron Amphithéâtre.
Entwistle
William was introduced
to Tamla, the Miracles
recording company by
Damon Harris of the
Temptations, who also
forms his
hails from Baltimore.
Tamla last week com•pleted the move of their
headquarters from Détown group
roit to Los Angeles. The
move cornes after 10
■years in the city, whose
motor industry prompted
the label 's name.
The company's new
Vice Président and General Manager, Amos WilTHE Who'sbass guitarist. John Entwhistle, is to forma
der said that the move has
group of his own for recording purposes only and the
SMOKEY : replaced by William Griffin.
been made to enable the
aS Vet u amed
company to expand its
S
JF
- will make an album of
songs
The
will be
mainly John's
activities in the entertain- New York later this year. Pips, the Miracles and the nnSrJLt
compositions, with two
or tracks
three oldies
included
Although
Tamla
now
Temptations still live
ment world and that Tamhas
its
Worldwide
activithere.
la could better reach its
ties controlled from L.A.
course be remaining with
Motown launch the
potential by being based ttie
company
will
be
keep|Mowest label in Britàin in Rod'snew the Who, and this project
on the West coast, where
ing
its
Golden
World
and
is in addition to his solo
ail the major labels are
'September. with Bobby
Hitsville U.S. A. studios Darin, Franki Valli and
album, "'Whistle
now based.
in
Détroit
operational
as
single
Rhymes", which will be
"Ifs just a matter of many Tamla acts, such as the Four Seasons and
sound business judg- Gladys Knight and the Thelma Houston already MERCURY, who re- released by Track in the
leased Rod Stewart's new autumn, with Jimmy
signed up.
ement, économies and lealbum. "Never A Dull McCulIoch and Peter
gistics." said Wilder.
Moment." only last week Frampton among the mu"Our expansion into motion pictures as well as Byrds re-form for LP are to release a single sicians helping out.
from the album on August
The Who are also hard
establishing new labels THE ORIGINAL Byrds The original line-up 4th.
at work, and are twosuch as Mowest make it are to re-form to eut an first
came to prominence
The
main
title
is
"You
thirds of their way
mandatory to make the album. Roger McGuinn, both here and in America
It Well" which will through their next album.
moveatthis time. "
Dave Crosby, Chris Hill- when they covered Bob Wear
be
backed
by
"Lost
ParaThe first Motown movie man, Gene Clark and Miare under
"Mr. Tambour- qayos". "You Wear it Negotiations
way for the group to tour
has just been completed. chael Clark go to the L. A. Dylan's
ine Man". The new al- Well" was written by Rod Japan
for the first time in
"The Lady Sings The Record Plant in Califorwhich will be re- and Martin Quittenton, addition
to their forthBlues" stars Diana Ross nia next month to eut the bum,
leased
in
Britain
soon
afwho
teamed
up
for
the
Coming US and European
in the life story of blues album for Asylum, who ter its American début,
hugely
successful
"Magdates.
singer BillieHoliday. The will release it in the States will feature ail new mategie May. " The number is
film will be premiered in inOctober.
rial.
Mercury 6052171.
ms

%.

Island
free
show
ISLAND are to stage a
free concert at London's
Hyde Park on August
' 12th.
Détails of the show are
still to be finalised and
acts have to be announced, although
Record Mirror understands that about four of
the Island acts will be
appearing.
Among the Island acts,
who may therefore appear. are King Crimson,
Smith, Perkins Smith,
Mountain, Roxy Music,
Free, Cat Stevens, the
Sutherland Brothers,
Fairport Convention, and
Sandy Denny.

iÉSSî

Chuck

4 •
* .-r-»

SimsHim

^ çjlainèows 6028
A new single from
froni
fhebestsoundsarouBd

and Bo
CHESS release a "Big
Daddies" maxi single on
August 4 to tie in with the
appearances at Wembley
by Chuck Berry and Bo
Diddley the following
day.
On the 'A' side will be
Berry's "Down the road
apiece" and Bo's "You
can't judge a book by
looking at the cover". On
the flip, Bo is featured œ
"We're gonna get married" and the legendary
"Johnny B. Goode" by
Chuck. which is taken
from the recently released album, "Chuck
Berry's London Sessions".
Plans are in hand for
Diddley to be recorded
"Live" at the Wembley
rock and roil gig.

ON

THF

BOXES

CHANGES

AT

THE

WHAT WITH Alan Freeman quitting
Pick of the Pops, l'm expecting quite a
few changes for the autumn schedules
when they are announced. One new
voice is sure to be heard on either Radio
One or Two, but more about that next
week.
Thelma Houston, whose version of
"Jumping Jack Flash" has been released as a single from her "Sunshower" album, arrives in Britain next
week to record an "In Concert" show on
August 2nd for transmission in the
autumn.
Bobby Vee, who is currently on tour
inl this country pops up in one of those
heavy pop films made in the early
sixties. CaUed "Play it cool" the film
stars Billy Fury who plays Billy Universe, leader of a band called the
Satellites. Other stars of the day who
appear include Helen Shapiro and Danny Williams, and the film can be seen on
Saturday in B. B. C. 2,s afternoon movie
slot.
TUNE IN AND TURN ON
RADIO ONE : If you tune in to Radio
One during the coming week these are
the acts you can expect to hear:
JIMMY YOUNG SHOW: Mungo Jerry, Dawn, Don McLean, and Arthur
Conley.
ED STEWART SHOW: Labi Siffre
Free, Slade and the New Seekers
J0™NIE WALKER: The Kinks, The
Who, Gary Glitter.
E MAN: Ro
y Young Band,
Middle off5
the ®
Road and Desmond
Dekker. Sounds of the seventies: Tn Concert (July29th) Rory Gallagher. Monday.Davld Bowic. F, F, and Z, and the
J. S. D Band. TueSday; Wishbone asu,
Roxy Music and Rab Noakes. Wednesoay: Alan Black and Bob Harris.
Thursdav: David Blue. Ouiver and
a C
Fri
^retty
fi Things
Sarpet-and
day: John
slldrey
Edgar
Broughton.
RADIO LUXEMBOURG: Here are
your 208 programme détails for the
rorthcoming week :
SUNDAY: 7.00 Tony Prince; 9.00
aU
rn
10, 30 Bob
M
£rark
!^
. ' 1.00
Stewart; 12. 00
Wesley;
Kid Jensen.
MONDA Y : 7. 30 Dave Christian; 9.30
Mark Wesley; 11.00 Paul Burnett; 1.00
Kid Jensen.
TUESDAY; 7.30 Tony Prince; 9.30
Paul Burnett; 11. 00 Mark Wesley; 12.00
Bob Stewart; 1.00 Kid Jensen.
9 30 vSîlEwD^Y: 7'30 Tony Prince;
1. 00 Kid Jensen ' 1130 Bob St«
Thursday; 7.30 Tony Prince; 9.30
Urn
11 00 Pe si
iiaQnT?
^lt:ristian
P Lifetime;
™3™^v£(^7-30
; !•00 Kid Jensen.
Dave
i Wesley;
T" il. 30 Paul
Christian;
9.30
Mark
Burnett; 1.00
Rosko.
SATURDAY : 7. 30 Mark Wesley: 9. 30
11.30 Dave Christian;
i. 00 Kid Jensen.

TELEVISION
Sounds for Saturday: Don McLean
(B.B.C.2). Golden Shot (Sunday,
A. T. V. Networked) Sandie Shaw,
Geoff Love. Burt Bacharach Spécial
(Saturday, A. T. V. Networked) Isaac
Hayes, Cilla Black.
Charles webster
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LIVE!
casual white outfit. Although his dress was casWAS
ual his performance was BOLAN
AINBOW, LONDON: If
certainly not. In a very
ou saw it «i TV with the
moving atmosphère of
ound off, it would be
cltanglng coloured lignts,
mply funny. There are
we sat back and drank in
lese four very sensuous
a fantastic sélection of
lack ladies moving with
past hits.
natural .in-built grâce
A hush! Two spotlights
TO
i tiieir very nice outfits
to each side of the audito- 'BORN
i front of a professionalrium and 'Amazing
«king band. And then.
Grâce' with two Scots piIl of a sudden, tfaere he
pers held us spellbound.
i, centre stage — the
An English hit melody
•orst-dressed man in
selection featuring 'Born
It's the
Ingland in clashing TFree', 'It's So Easy',
lirt and trousers both a
'Can't Take My Eyes Off
ouple of inches too short
You' and many "others BOOGIE'
chop for
îratching at his hair and
produced ear-shattering
ailing helplessly about,
applause.
"BORN
to
boogie"
>oking to ail the world
I read from the officiai
will be the title of
ke a kid that's desperate
Barclay
programme that since
the fortheoming
» get to the loo and can't
1963 not a single year has
smember where it is.
Ringo Starr film
passed that Andy WilIf y ou went to the conliams has not received a
about Marc Bolan.
James
ert and kept your eyes
gold , album award for
Set for release in Octolosed, it would sound like
record sales culminating
ber, soon after T. Rex
really good bluesy soul
this year with 'Love Storetum from a five-week
Harvest
and, you'd probably
ry' which recently passed
coast to coast American
nagine a singer looking Wings
the two million dc'Lur
tour,
the
film
has
been
BARCLAY James
ke the son of Howlin'
mark, bringing Andy's tomade for télévision but
Harvest got the chop
7olf. Put sound and vi- MUNICH: Paul tal to 16 certified gold
there
is
a
possibility
that
at the Tower of Lonion together and you McCartney's Wings con- albums. It would not surit
will
be
sold
for
cinéma
don on Friday. Playave the Joe Cocker con- cert at Munich's Circus
r
prise me to learn that
ing at the final event
ert, a unique experience Krone on July 18 w as a 'The Love Theme from BILL BRUFORD, who has left Yes to join King release.
ît features shots trom
in the Festivals of
lat you should have seen much quieter affair than Godfather' on C.B. S.
Crimson.
Alan
White
replaces
him
in
the
Yes
line
up.
T. Rex's Wembley conLondon programme
y now. Joe wasn't at his when the Beatles last makes it 17 gold awards.
played
four
sell-out
concert and scenes from a
the band were forced
eak on Friday at the
B. O'K.
studio jam session when
off stage, where they
toinbow, cutting a few of certs there six years ago.
Marc
was
joined
by
Ringo
were appearing with
lis newer numbers dis- The hall had quite a few
and
Elton
John.
One
segtheir 42-piece orchesppoinfingly short. But it empty seats — and no Weather
ment of the film is an
tra so that the cenAlan White
?as thé third live show screamers. In fact the
"Alice in Wonderland"
turies old Ceremony
ince his comeback that audience seemed to con- Report
type
of
fantasy
sequence
of the Keys could be
hows he's still the best sist partly of Munich high
which features Marc's
conducted.
inger Britain's got with society and partly loyal HONNIE SCOTT'S, Lon
wife
June,
and
publicist
ie best soul band any- Beatle fans who attended don: A deep dépression
B.J.H. started
says
Yes
Chalita Salvatori as nuns,
those original four con- has been hanging over
•here. R. M.
their last number, a
and
"Catweazle"
played
certs in 1966.
Honnie Scott's for the last
15-minuTe piece
by Geoffrey Bayldon.
Undoubtedly a m Mister two weeks thanks to a
called "Dark now my
Blood, Sweat heat-wave didn't help at- band called Weather Re- FOLLOWING the shock make his officiai début Songs from the new T.
sky", at 9.23 and
tendance but apart from port. The most astonish- announcement that Bill with Yes this weekend at Rex album "Slider" are
soon after the song
Se Tears
that there seemed to be ing thing about this band Bruford is to leave Yes, the start of the band's featured. Advance orders
started a Tower offifor
"Slider"
were
in
exwho remembered is that with an immense Alan White has been fourth U.S. tour, which
ciai ordered the powIAMMERSMITH many
cessofl00,000.
heyday of the Beatles amount of electronic inge- brought in as replace- ooensin Dallas.
er to be eut off.
>DEON, Saturday: It the
and who felt that Wings luity fîve extremely gif- ment.
His British début will be Marc has been in the
We eut our proi'ould have been easy for just
didn't measure up to îed musicians contrive to
White, one of Britain's on September 2nd when studio this week over dubgramme short as it
l. S & T. to have reeled the Fab
play a set in which abso- most experienced drum- theTîând play at the next bing the sound track for
was, and we feel that
ff a sélection of old fa- West Four.
Germany's lead- utely nothing of any mu- mers, played with John Crystal Palace gig. Also the film.
it was unfair to
ourites during their
T. Rex play four dates
daily paper put it: iical conséquence occurs. and Yoko Lennon's Plas- on the Palace bill, which
charge £1 and £1.50
hort British tour at the ing
"Give McCartney back to Ihat takes some kind of tic Ono Band. and will follows this weekend's in France at the end of
for a 30-minute perl'eekend but they took the the
Beatles!" — and un- îenius, I suppose.
one-day event featuring August and the beginning
formance.
dventurous, and honest,
that heading the They play unsmilingly
Arlo Guthrie and Edsrar of September. On August
"We are prepared
tep of showing the U.K. der
expressed the view and with a vengeful inWinter, will be Gary 30th the band play Borto give a free concert,
vhat they are into now. writer
Giant
Wings was not yet tensity as if they are un• Wright's Wonderwheel. deaux. September ist
with the orchestra, in
Ihe only remnant of the that
together and added lergoingsome kind of reYes's fifth album. they are in Aignon. the
London to cornId act came in the shape quite
that "Linda sings, plays médiai therapy — but the
"Close to the edge" will foliowing day, Nice, and
pensate
the fans. "
f "You made me so very the
tour
and moves effect on the ears is far
be released either on Au- on September 4th. Paris.
lappy" which remains aboutorgan
in a way that sug- from therapeutic.
gust 28th or September
ne of the band's all-time
she is still a member It is sad to see such
5th, simultaneously in
.reat numbers. New vo- gests
planned
Sunday skilled musicians pinnins
Britain and America.
alist Jerry Fisher of the Rochester
"
ththemselves like butterfTwo further Stateside
ihowed he has a dis- School.
The paper also said that liesto a rigid and GENTLE GIANT are cur- trips have been confirmed
inctive voice which fits while
the rock songs were confining framework and rently in the studio cut- for the band. The fifth
he Blood bag but his
Jage presence left me a good, the ballads were not wriggling in exquisite ting a new album for Oc- tour, which will take in
good as Paul's earlier frenzy.
tober release on Vertigo. major arenas, will go
ittle coid. As usual the as
and no bet- There is literally no ex- Entitled "Octopus" it will from September I4th to
irass section was the compositions,
in fact than German dtement in die music, it is be the band's fourth al- 30th, and the band retum
nainstay of the band with ter
"They'd stand a
)ave Bargeron doing in- songs.
an enormously elabo bum, and a British tour is to play collège and unigood
chance in the Eu- just
redible things on tuba rovision
rate exercise in how to being lined up to promote versity dates between OcSong
Contest!"
make the banal seem sig- it.
tober 28th and November
md trombone. Bobby Co- U.S.
nificant — which I sup- In August the band go 21st. British dates for the
omby once again came
pose is one of the great to America for their first band include Kelvin Hall,
icross as the epitomy of
he drummer who looks Andy Williams préoccupations of our tour, the last two weeks of Glasgow (September 4th
âge.
M.H- which will be spent on and 5th), Belle Vue, Manike he's doing so little,
chester (lOth), and City
urt gets through so much ROYAL ALBERT HALL:
gigs with Yes.
Hall, Newcastle (12th).
vork. Just watching the The time 8 to 11 p. m. The 9.30 Fly
Another
Vertigo
act
on
)and makes it hard to date Tuesday, 18th July. BARDOE'S, London: 9.30 the move is American Jim
udge who is the captain The occasion Andy Wil- Fly are one of the most Crose who will be touring
)f the ship, but sax- liams and the London unlikely club bands l've Britain in October also.
Procol
st/clarinetist and any Philharmonie Orchestra ever seen. They hardly He has both an album and
)ther-ist you can think of, presented by. Vie Lewis.
single
in
the
U.
S.
charts,
fall
into
the
"danceable"
Lou Marini, worked over- The programme prom- bracket, but are too ener- and in Britain has the
ime in holding the band ised a monster sélection of getic just to sit and amazing distinction of
gig will
ogether. B S & T still hit music and in this we watch. They played a having a singlè and alnot disappointed.
»wing like crazy and from were
bum
—
of
the
same
name
étrange
set
here
on
Frihe réception on Saturday Ken Thorn conducting the day, but gave an in- — available on différent
hey still communicate Philharmonie Orchestra dication of what they labels.
be filmed
a packed house gave us
vith their audience, even ato lively
His album, "You don't
have
to
offer,
but
like
so
non
stop
first
half
AmericanTrilogy
f things are a little jazmany young, aspiring mess around with Jim," PROCOL HARUM open a
ner than they used to be. with outstanding ar- acts,
is
available
on
Phillips
they didn't offer it
British and European
rangements of 'Lawrence
C. W.
his single of the tour on September 22nd
of Arabia', 'Mary Pop- too well. The band only while
is only one
same
name
is
released
on
pins', 'Let It Be', the Len- seemed to skim the sur- Vertigo — both of course, with a gig at London's
leff Beck
Rainbow Theatre with the
non & McCartney origi- face of their créative tal- part of Phonogram.
Royal Philharmonie Orof the eleven
flOUNDHOUSE, nal, 'Raindrc^s Keep ents.
chestra.
Mead' They could have made
unday: Beck is back, Falling On T
a
lot
more
use
of
Barbara
The
concert
will
be
filmut to be quite honest, from Butch Cas y and
who as well
ed by Sanford Lieberson
oes anybody care? Beck the Sundance Kiu, 'Dr. Wainwright,
great tracks on
playing the organ, did Five dates
who directed "Perform,nd his band roused the Zhivago' and other well as
a
little
singing.
I
felt
that
ance.
"
Other
dates,
nasses at the Round- known film thèmes inwhich the band will unlouse «i Sunday, but I cluding the Academy she would have beeh betMicky Newburys
employed as lead sing- for Elton
dertake without the orvas left wondering if he Award winning 'A Funny .ter
er
with
the
current
main
chestra
are
Bristol
(23),
Thing
Happened
On
The
iad anything new to ofMichael ELTON JOHN will under- Liverpool (24) and Newer. A few years ago he Way To The Forum' vocalist,
new album
Wainwright, switching to lake a short five venue castle (25).
tas among a clutch of (written by Ken Thorn). second
guitar and back- tour of Britain at the end
More British dates are
^litarists who deserved The drummer, Larry up vocals.
being lined up and will
uperstar status, but to- Brown, one of the six Gary Charman mi bass of August.
On August 26th he ap- probably be slotted in belay, although he is still as Andy Williams musidans ând
Clark mi drums pears at Portsmouth fore the band plays in
nventive as ever, there accompanying him, gave seemMike
to have quite an Guildhall and on August Montreux on September
an unforgettable. perre 'stiil many young Brit- «s
of 'Shaè the junderstanding going be- 3lst he will be at New- 30th, where Procol begins
sh guitarists who can formance
them and would be castle City Hall. Septem- a sériés of six gigs with
;ive nim a run for his theme from the sqp, isful jtween
basis for the band ber dates are at Manches- orchestras. Dates are
noney. Still his band had black détective -thriller hto good
build on. Musically ter Free Trade Hall (1), Zurich (October Ist), Nugood blow and the au- written by Isaac Hayes.
they are sound, but their Fairfield Halls, Croydon remburg (2), Stuttgart
lience seemed to love it, The atmosphère now présentation
leaves a lot (3) and Green's Play- (3), Munich (4), and
.nd after ail, that's what tense, exploded at the apFrankfurt (5).
pearance of Andy in a tobedesired. C.W.
house, Glasgow (8).
t'sall about.
Joe Cocker

Cozy Powell on drums
was quite amazing and
pianist Max Middleton
showed immense discrétion in his performance, and actually played
his instrument when it
would have been easy to
just rock on. "Beck's
Boogie" received the adulation it deserves and the
only number not written
by Beck, "Morning
Dew", came over well.
Moody Jeff looked at
times to be hiding behind
his guitar, when a little
more showmanship
wouldn't have gone
amiss. I think at this
show he was preaching to
the converted, and they
,were just glad to see'him
jback on a London stage.
jLook over your shoulder Jeff, there are some
new faces coming round
ttte corner. C. W.
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ï THOUGHT Johnny
Otis was suffering
from over-exposura
Dave Wolf who has
drained his life savings
to bring over Johnny's
entire package thinks
not. So "Echoes" this
week is intended to tell
you Just a little about
the man they call the
Godfather of R&B.
John Veliotes was
born of Greek-American parents in Vallejo,
Califomia on December 28, 1921. He began
playing drums for the
Barrel House Blues
Stompers at fifteen
and, until 1942, he
toured Texas and
Nebraska with the
bands of Count Otis
Mathews, George Morrison and Lloyd Hunt-:
er.
In that year, he returned to California
with Harlan Léonard's
Kansas City Rockets
and in '45 he forme d his
own band at the Club
Alabam in LA. By
then, the Otis Ail-Stars
were accompanying
shouters like Wynonie
Harris on record but,
from '46 to '48, he eut
his first sides under his
own name for Excelsior including a successful big-band version of 'Harlem Nocturne. '
When big bands fell
into décliné, Otis invented R&B. Straight
up. Here, courtesy of
Rob Finnis, he explains how he synthesisied elements of country blues with big band
instruments:
"We were forced
into a small band situation by économies.
Through my years with
the big bands l'd realised that the thingthat
people loved was the
thing we really loved
too, the blues. It was
the folk music with the
driving beat which was
différent from the old
country thing.
"it was a hybrid
product, because
y'know, 1 just had to
bave some horns. We'd
get a couple of saxes, a
trumpet and a trombone — we still hadour
horns but by coïncidence it also made a

THE
very unique sound and
I love it.
"1 don't want four
trumpets and five
saxes — absolutely
not. I want those four
horns, five at most —
with that baritone stickin' out, y'know that
bluesy sound. "
In '48. Otis founded
the Barrelhouse in
Watts and built up an
incredible troupe of
performers. A talent
contest at the Largo
theatre five blocks
away featured Little
Esther, Pete 'Guitar'
Lewis and A Sharp
Trio in Ist, 2nd and 3rd
place respectively.
According to an
apocryphal handout,
13-year-old Esther had
travelled to LA from
Houston with her family on a summer vacation.
Her sister liked the
way she sang along to
Dinah Washington's
records and entered
her for the contest.
Esther won the tendollar first prize money and Johnny signe d
her and ail her competitors.
Bobby Nunn, who
stacked chairs in the
Barrelhouse, was
added to "A Sharp
Trio" who then became The Four Robins
on Aladdin in 1949;
they and the rest of
Johnny's team went to
Herman Lubinsky's
Savoy label in November the same year and
promptly riddled the
best-selling lists with a
succession of hits.
Otis was undoubtedly Savoy's most
valuable asset. His
was the first, the biggest, brightest, most
talent-filled caravan of
stars ever and although Atlantic's Joe
Morris tried to cover
the East with a Blues
Cavalcade (with Billy
Mitchell, Jimmy Lewis
and Little Laurie Tate
as the counterpart to
Little Esther) he
wasn't as successful as
Otis who simply monopolised the R&B
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His own label, Ultra/Dig, provided two
score of goodies from
Little Julian Herrera,
Slim Green, Arthur
Lee Maye and many
more and another,
Eldo, got off to a fine
start with a top ten
smash, 'Image of a
Girl' by the Safaris
(101), in 1960.

GODFATHER
amount of action for a
record Johnny wasn't
happy with.
He'd written it for
Jessie Mae Robinson
but later felt that The
Robins and Esther
could duplicate Mercury's successful pairing
of The Ravens and Dinah Washington.
The Pips also took
Ralph Bass at Radio the Otis-penned Hank
Recorders eut four Ballard oldie 'Every
sides with The Robins beat of my heart' into
and had to be per- the top ten in '61.
suaded to allow Johnny Shortly before then
twenty minutes to try there was a string of
out the experiment.
crisp, clean and sn'apAs Eçther had gig- py rock 'n' roll
gled during the record- smashes on Capitol by
ing Otis wanted anoth- the Johnny Otis Show
er. take but Bass re- with him taking the
m
fused to run into over- vocals on 'Bye Bye
time. New Jersey's Baby' (3852) - a top 20
number one R&B jock, hit here, 'Willie and
Bill Cook, found the the Hand Jive' (3966)
dise on Lubinsky's 'Crazy Country Hop'
desk and created an (4060), 'Castin' my
overnight smash.
Spell' (4168) and the
For ail their suc- superb 'Mumblin'
cesses, The Robins Mosie' (4326).
causeda lot of trouble.
Their agent thought
I even requested
they should get top billing over Little Esther 'Willie did the Cha
and Savoy were sued Cha' (4060) on Saturover Nunn's previous day morning's 'Chilcontract with Sammy dren's Favourites. ' I
Lane's International can't stand it now and
neither can Johnny but
label.
Savoy won the case every single one of the
but The Robins were others are great and I
dropped while Pete reckon he does himself
Lewis and three of a disservice by deniJohnny's other musi- gratingthem.
OF
R&B
cians became the
Jayos and effectively
chart. They just didn't big old grizzly bear" filled The Robins' There's a lot more of
course. Mercury, Peaprint one long enough sings Esther. And shoes.
Apart from The Rob- cock, King and, more
Nunn replies "How
to get ail his hits in.
A mile of smashes in corne you ain't out in ins and Little Esther, recently, Kent and Co1950 included The Rob- the forest, they got Johnny provided the lumbia, have ail had
ins Tf it's. so Baby' lady bears out there" springboard for the ca- their share of brilliant
(726) and 'Double but before he com- reers of innumerable R Otis records. But you
Crossin' Blues (731); plétés his line Esther & B performers. In can catch up on the
Esther and Mel Walker cuts in with "l'm a 1951 he discovered rest of Johnny's life
on 'Mistrustin' Blues' lady;" there's a laugh Little Willie John, history by reading the
(735) and 'Deceivin' in her voice as she Jackie Wilson and the interviews in 'Cream'
Blues' (759); Esther's utters the somewhàt Midnighters and, later, ( 10 ) and ' Rolling
Linda Hopkins and Stone' (97); the Ul'Cupid's Boogle' (750) incongruous line.
tra/Dig listing in R&B
and 'Dreamin' Blues'
It was the biggest hit. Etta James.
In between he helped Collector (1); his auto(Regent 1018) from of 1950; on the chart
■■ : :
for six months; the Leiber and Stoller to biographical notes in
Mel and Otis himself.
write
'Hound
Dog'
for
'Blues
Unlimited'
(75Ail top ten including anthem of every R&B
'Double Crossin'. Like singer over forty. Es- Willie Mae Thornton 78) and his own imthe majority of The ther and Bobby even on Peacock (Little Es- mensely warm, abRobins' Savoy sides moonlighted to RPM ther eut it on Fédéral sorbing and soulful
it's a slow lament with where they eut 'Found 12126 the same year), book "Listen to The
Otis filling in on vibes me a Sugar Daddy' — a 'Mainliner' for Bobby lambs" which is availbehind the singers: skit on 'Double Cros- Nunn on Fédéral able from Clive Rich"You should be out in sin' Blues' — as the (12100) and a host of ardson of 'Shout'
the forest fighting a Nie -Nacs . A f air others.
magazine.
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First Single
You'll Always Be On My Mind
(Pu.blished by Carlin Music)
b/w Gypsy Rover

*

First Album
(Available September)
Springfîeld Revival
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WHO'S the mouth behind Mouth and MacNeal? The mysterious
Dutch duo, whose
single "How Do You
Do" bas rocketed to
number one in over a
dozen countries, made
the top twenty in the
States and is virtually
unheard of in Britain.
But if Decca had their
way that won't be for
long.
"How Do You Do"
starts out with a twangy something that
cornes off like the introduction to a Scandinavian drinking song,
with Mouth breaking
in, grinding out some
mumble about starting his love life ail
over again. At the end
of the chorus the
drums leave and
strings enter as MacNeal sings a syrupy
tribute to the couple;
finishing with a round
of 'la-las'. By the end
of the record, the
drums meet the
strings, Mouth joins
MacNeal and we can
ail exit skipping and
singing 'la la la'.
The man behind
Mouth is actually Willem Duyn, a thirty
year old jack-of-all-

Robin
Katz
talks to
the
unknown
number
one
musical-trades who
has spent the last fifteen years doing everything in the business from drumming
in a jazz band to D. J. ing a rock show. His
voioe, despite the
corny lyrics of "How
Do You Do", survives
as a strong cross between Joe Cocker and
one time lead singer of
Blood, Sweat & Tears,
David ClaytonThomas, a comparison
which he doesn't mind
a bit.
"I got a great
amount from R and B
singers," Duyn ad-

«

roits, "I think the
people who I always
listened to most are
Joe Cocker, James
Brown and the greatest of ail, Otis Redding. "
Duyn's career as a
singer started 2 years
ago under producer
Hans Van Hemert. Six
months after his first
solo single flopped,
Van Hemert got the
brainstorm to team
Duyn up with another
unsuccessful solo singer, Maggie MacNeal.
''I had-never
thought of singing
with a girl before. I
didn't mind singing
with her nor did she
mind getting together
with me. We're very
happy with the way
things worked out. "
With a minimum of
rehearsal, producer
Van Hemert went to
work on writing material. Their first effort
made a year ago
called ' 'Hey Y ou
Love" made the Dutch
top five and established the duo nationwide. The follow-up
"How Do You Do"
made the number one
in the Belgian charts
this past December,

mm-

v
MOUTH AND MACNEAL: 'We're very happy with the way things worked out. '
and since then has hit the monster single. "We corne across well which is what everythe top spot in Nor- They are currently re- on stage, you know. I one says, but it's true.
way, Sweden, Bel- hearsing for an up- am the big bad guy Don't try to be what
gium, France, Port- coming tour in Hol- and Maggie is the you are not. "
land, Germany and little girl. People like
ugal, Spain and Italy.
And with that, Will"1 still can't believe Belgium, which they it that way. Also, in em had little else to
it," Duyn laughs, sound most enthusias- real life, I am 30 and add or to try to ex"when they first told tic about. From the married and Maggie is plain, such an inme it made number end of that tour, they only 21 and still explicable success.
one, I just went out will fly to the States single. That helps His name "mouth"
and smoked two packs for six weeks of en- too. "
cornes from his nick"I think the most name "big mouth".
gagements.
of cigarettes. "
Duyn pins their suc- important thing is to "It's because l'm alDuyn and Miss MacNeal have just com- cess on several things, be straight-forward ways shouting" he
pleted their new al- among them; luck, and honest. You must smiled, "but, really,
bum, which includes and their appearance. work a great deal, it's not THAT big. "
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Mabbs reports
a violent

experience
J

for Christîe
"IT'S TRUE I have
gone in a full circle
says Lem Lubin, most
recent addition to the
Christie line up.
And the full circle he
is referring to is his
own progress in
groups, starting out
with Unit Four plus
Two, a highly popular
commercial group in
the mid sixties, travelling via the Mike
Cotton Satisfaction to
become firmly entrenched in another
pop format with
Christie.
' 'Christie have got a
bad réputation in
some ways," he admits, "Mainly because they went on the
road before they were
even a working band.
If s easy to get that
réputation but hard to
get rid of it. But
Christie aren't just a
pop band, in fact
they're a good rocking
band.
"When l'd joined
them they'd just gone
through a 'we want to
play what we want to
play' period, which
was completely
wrong. "
Lem nad originally
planned to quit plç-ying' in groups after the
break up of Satisfaction, but a 'phone call
from Jeff Christie
changed his mind. "
"I was missing the
rotten food on the
Ml," he grins. "l'd
originally said I
wouldn't want to go
back into another

band after Satisfaction, simply because
that was the ultimate
in a friendly band, but
when I saw Christie
worJî.I likei.what
they were doing and
decided to join them. ' '
Thàt was last October, not long before
the group embarked
on their British collège
tour and the fateful
trip to Zambia. The
story is a long and
complicated one, but it
ail began at an open
air concert when the
rain was pouring
down....
"The African group
played through it but
there were flashes

" TTufi''

CHRISTIE : Len (second from left) liked what they were doing.

STONED
coming off of their
equipment. We decided we couldn't possibly play under the
conditions and we told
the crowd that we
would corne back the
next day to do a free
concert for the people
who were ticket holders. "
But the crowd would
not accept this and
when the groups (Edison Lighthouse were
also working the tour
with Christie) tried to
leave the stadium in
the coach that had
been provided by the
Zambian National
Tourist company, they
seemed to lose control

WHEN talking about
Gentle Giant, most
people tend to recail
with astounding regularity that the band
once appeared as a
very fine pop group
by the name of Simon
Dupree and the Big
Sound.
That name was laid to
rest many years ago and
it's only in the past twelve
months or so that Gentle
Giant have been allowed to
take (ai a new identity to fit
the musie they are now
playing. Very fine it still is,
but it's long way from that
pop tag.
The Gentle Giant story is
reaily the story of the Shulman family. The brothers
Shulman, Phil, Derek, and
Ray were the backbone of
the Big Sound and are the
foundations, or the feet, of
Gentle Giant. G. G. are
battle hardened musicians
and have been around for a
long time-how long you can
judge by the fact that Phil's
eleven year old son Calvin
sings on the Band's most
recent album, "Three
Friends. "
Don't get the impression
that it's only the Shulmans
who make the Giant perform. For a start there's a
,very clever young man by
the name of Kerry Minnear
'who has a large say in
matters. Kerry, a quiet lad
who seems to take in every
thing he sees and hears.

entirely.
"Ail the lights had
fused and so we were
in total darkness except for the headlights
from the coach," Lem
explained. "People
were charging the
coach and they had
shut the gâtes to stop
us driving out.
"1 bobbed up for a
second to look out and
ail I could see were
masses of black faces,
and people were
throwing bricks and
bottles at the coach. I
vas thinking what an
incredible
experience, and I
wasn't reaily frightened at the time. It

Giant
digests it, and then withholds an opinion, plays assorted keyboard instruments, cello, vibes and
guitar for, the Giant who is
now taking huge leaps over
the world with a style of
music which is more akin to
contemporary classical
than rock.
Guitarîst Gary Green
plays his part in the band,
but one feels he would
have more to do on a more
rock minded outfit. New
drummer John Weathers
likes to listen to "anything
funky" and the former
Greaseband sidesman is
fitting nicely into the place
vacated by Malcolm Mortimore, who was involved in
a serious road accident.
So that's wdio's who, but
what's what with the Giant. This month the band
are recording their fourth
album for Vertigo and next
month they make their first
American tour.
After five weeks it's back
to Europe for a tour cm this
side of the Atlantic, but
then it's back to the US.
again, finishing up the year
with a tour of New Zealand,
Australia and Japan. Alas,
my friends. no British tours
are planned. Why, you
may ask?
''We just CAN'T play in
Britain" says Phil. "We

IN

just didn't seem real
somehow. "
The object that
struck the group's
manager, as he sat up
to give instructions to
drive through the
gâte, was real enough
though, and next stop
for the groups was the
police station. But
even there the sight of
Lem carrying a badly
injured person hardly
stirred any action, "I
had to scream at the
guy to get me a chair
for Brian," says Lem.
But eventually they
did reach the local
bospital - though
manager Brian Longley's condition deterio-

ton

big

are physically too big to
play in small clubs and we
haven't got a large enough
réputation to fill a concert
hall. We're caught between
the two."
"We've got it made abroad" said Derek when we
chatted last week. "We
first broke through out
there when we toured with
Jethro Tull. We played to
about 200,000 people in 30
days on that tour. Since
then we can go back and be
the headline act in our own
right. In a way the Europeans have spoiled us
because we're no longer
mentally tuned to being a
support band, and that's
what we invariably have to
bein Britain."
Like ail musicians w'ho
make it in foreign parts,

ZAMBIA

rated drastically some
time later and he had
to be admitted to another hospital for extensive treatment.
To recoup their losses and to make enough
money to return home
Lhe groups fled to Rhodesia, and consequently hit a ban
from the Musicians
Union, which would
have excluded them
from work Worldwide!
But under the circumstances the ban was
eventually waived and
Christie and Edison
Lighthouse managed
to make just enough
money to return to
England.

for

Phil still has a yearning
along with the rest of the
band-to be successful in the
U.K. "If, by some chance,
we make it on our first
American tour, and it has
been known to happen to
other acts, it's almost certain that the reaction would
rebound a cross the Atlantic
to Britain.
"We're going out there cm
the strength of a réputation
built up by our management and our record Company. We haven't had any
albums released over there
and they've only heard us
on imports, but there's a
good atmosphère surrounding the tour. "
While in the States the
band will be playing dates
with Edgar Winter, Yes and
Chicago.

The best part of
their tour had been
when their manager
organised three limousine cars to meet
them in South Africa
— ail free to them,
in return for a
slogan stating that
Christie chose UDrive when they visited the country, —
and they were welcomed in a similar
fashion by hôtels and
bottled drink companies!
Back in the less hectic surroundings of
England, Christie are
now planning their
next album, which will
feature some of Lem's

home
Of course the other side
to playing top gigs in Europe means that bands like
Giant earn a lot more
bread. "We can UVE by
playing in Europe" said
Phil, "We need money to
feed our familles. We're
not like some of these single
guys in bands who can get
by on £5 a week".
"Continental audiences
are mue h more broad
minded" said Derek. "We
had a rough start here, but
they gave us a chance to
find our feet. It may sound
callous, but we don't need
Britain any more. We're
doing O.K. abroad, but
Britain is a big challenge
for us. "
Kerry, who sat quietly
nursing a headache while
Derek and Phil spoke about
the band,
then erupted into
a tw7o line monologue which
almost brought tears to ray
eyes, and a longue to my
cheek.
"In Europe we're regarded as musicians playing together-not a rock
band. It's a fantastîc feeling when highly trained
musidans corne up to you
and say how much they
enjoyed the music. " Kerry
then resumed a relaxed position in his chair, taking in
the rest of the conversation.

own songs. As well as
spending a lot of time
songwriting Lem also
has a contract with
Decca records to produce six singles per
year.
Masquerading as
Lemon he in fact produced a very commendable recording of
'Lady Eleanor', which
received a lot of airplay, but was beaten
to the charts by Lindisfarne's version.
Lem was also responsible for producing
Satisfaction's 'Don't
Rag the Lady', and a
chunky number, 'Organ Grinder' by Vehicle.

The three Shulman brothers still live in their native
Portsmouth where they
first became interested in
music at home, for their
father played in a local
danceband. "He was playing the night before he
died," said Phil.
"It seemed natural that
my brothers and I should
take such an interest in
music for there were always instruments lying
around our house. It's like
that at my home now,"
Apart from son Calvin,
Phil's two other children,
Adele, aged 10, and six
year old Damon, look like
continuing the Shulman
family's interest in music
for they ail play the violin.
"If we need to use violin
on any recordings in the
next year or so, we'll probably use Calvin. He should
be able to cope with anything we can throw at hinr
him.
"l'm a teacher by profession, and both brothers are
educated up to 'A' level
standard. l'd like my kids
to have an éducation and
maybe go on to university.
"No parent wants to
stand in the way of their
child, but I would if Calvin
came up to me when he was
about 15 and said he wanted to get a band together
and turn pro. "
Charles
Webster
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